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Abstract:

A program which performs "obvious"
(non-controversial) simplifying
transformations on algebraic expressions
(written in LISP prefix notation) is
described. Cancellation of inverses and
consolidation of sums and products are the
basic accomplishments of the program;
however, if the user desires to do so, he
may request the program to perform special
'tasks, such as collect common factors from
products in sums or expand products.
Polynomials are handled by routines which
take advantage of the special form of
polynomials; in particular, division (not
cancellation) is always done in terms of
polynomials. The program (run on the IBM 7090)
is slightly faster than. a human; however the
computer does not need to check its work by
repeating the simplification.
Although the program is usable - no bugs are
known to exist - it is by no means a finished
project. A rewriting of the s~plify system
is anticipated; this will eliminate much of
the existing redundancy and other inefficiency,
as well as implement an identity-recognizing
scheme.
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LISP SllvIPLIFICATION
The formidable lengths and complexities of the algebraic
expressions with which engineers and physicists must often deal demonstrates
the need for machines which can transform such expressions into forms which
may be more conveniently handled. Although heuristics play an important part
in simpl;ifYi:ng arithmetic expressions, there is a large amount of "dogwork"
involved which could quickly and efficiently be qone by a computer. In this
paper is described a LISP 1.5 program, called Simplify, which applies various
simplifying transformations to arbitrary arithmetic expressions.
Stmplify and its adjuncts were written to be used on-line in a timesharing system. The user is not expected to be familiar with LISP. However,
this memo consists of a rather detailed d~scrlption of the program and does,
therefore, assume familiarity with the contents of the LISP 1.5 manual (a nonLISP "user's manual" for the simplify 'program will be available at a later
date)~ . In fact, the purpose of this paper is to describe the system in
sufficient detail to qualify the reader to improve the system (and, in the
likely event that. bugs still exist, to debug the system).
Comparison of descriptions in this memo with the li.stings of the
sections of the program being described will frequently yield rather gross
discrepancies. If the differences cannot be attributed to the failure of this
memo to discuss all the tedious details of bookkeeping, then the differences
are related .to features of the program which are described elsewhere in the
report.
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The Language of Simplify
The language understood and used by simplify is the LISP S-expression
notation. The meanings of the atoms which represent arithmetic .iperations are
the· same as the meanings given in the LISP 1.5 manual; viz. if e is the .
S-expression corresponding to the Algolic expression e, then:
(a + b + • . . +

(-a)*"

=

Z

).~ = (PLUS

a1J- b-»-. • • ~);

(MINUS a~);

(a - b)*- = (DIFFERENCE a- b-);
(a x b x • • • x z)*
(a- l )".= (RECIP a'ft);

=

(TIMES af! b~

z~) ;

(a / b)*" =. (QUOTIENT a- b"-'); and
(ab )*- = (EXPT ~ b*).
Simplify also has the ability to handle polynomials, which are. represented as
follows:

Polynomials will be discussed in more detail in a later section of this memo.
In this paper, as in the LISP Programmer's'Manual, we shall use lower
case letters as variables whose values are S-expressions. A symbol whose value
is its name is written in upper case, rather than being quoted: e.g., IIPOLy lI
corresponds to the S-expression (QUOTE POLY), etc.
Simplify
The main portion of the simplify program consists of two supervisor
functions, simplify and simp, and nine iisimp" functions: simpatom, simplus,
simpminus, simpdifference;-simptimes, simprecip, simpquotient, simpexpt, and
simpoly. .
.
Simpatom(s) terminates recursion for simplify by returning ~(s;NIL);
it has, however, another reason for existence, and this will be discussed in the
section on the "descriptor lists" feature of .the program.
The argument of simplify is either an atom, in which case simpatom is
called, or an expression of the form:
(op a ••• z), ~nwhich'case simplify calls simp:
simp[op;·~[simplify[a];

•.•• jsimplify[z]]j(op a • • • z)].

Thus;' simplify simplies its

argum~nts

on ·all levels, starting at the lowest.

Simp applies to its second argument,' which is a list of terms or factors,
the function whose name is stored on the property list of op after the indicator
FSIMP; e.g. if op = RECIP, then the value of simp is simprecip[(a)]. If the
simplified expression turns out to be the same-a5 the original·expression, which
is carried along as the third argument of simp, then the original expression is
returned, rather than clogging the memory with duplicating list structures. If
FSIMP does not appear on the property list of op, then simp returns «op a ••• z».
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Each of the simp functions, except simpatom and simpoly, looks for
for the occurrence of the atom UNDEFINED in its argument (the simp functions
have only one argument), s. If UNDEFINED is found, then the simp function
returns
cons[cons[UNDEFINEDjcons[opjs]]jNIL]. Expressions not containing UNDEFINED
which, nevertheless, give rise to UNDEFINED expressions' are:
(RECIP 0) j
(QUOTIENT x O)j and
(EXPT 0 0).
(Note that, since simplify begins simplifying on the ibwest level of the input
list, if simplify[x] = (9), then simplify[(RECIP x)] = «UNDEFINED RECIP 0».
The purpose of t~e extra pair of parentheses in the outputs of simplify and
the simp functions will be discussed in the section on descriptor lists.)
The following descriptions of the operations of the simp functions
(excluding simpatom, which was. described above and will be. discussed again
later, and simpoly, which will be described in th€ section on polynomials,
assume that the argument, s, does not contain the atom UNDEFINED.
Simpminus[s] returns the list whose only element is' given by:
if s = (n) and numperp[n] then minus[n];
if s = «MINUS a) then aj
if s = «DIFFERENCE a.b» then
car[simpdifference[list[bja]]];
if s =tTpOLY x a •. ·
then
(POLY x carfsimpminus[an ] 1 . . . ~[simpminus[aO]])j
otherwise cons(MINUSja).

a;rr

Simpdifference[s], where s

= (a

b), has the value:

simplus[cons[ajsimpminus[b]]];
Simprecip[s] returns the list whose only element is:
if s

= (n)

and numberp[n] then:
if zerop[n] then (UNDEFINED RECIP O)j
otherwise recip[n]j
if s = «RECIP a) then aj
if s = (EXPT a b» then
(EXPT a car[simpminus[b]])j
if s =' «MINUSaJ) then
car[simpminus[simprecip[cons[ajNIL]]]]
--- (the minus sign is brmught to the outside of the
. expression);
otherwise ~[RECIP;s].

.

Simpquotient[s], where s = (a b), calls polyquotient to perform the.
division a
b. If the remainder thus produced is zero {or a zero polynomial:
(POLY x 0 0 ••• 0», then simpquotient returns the list whose only element is
the quotient. If the division produces a ncn-zero remainder, then
simpquotient[s] = simptimes[cons[a;simprecip[b]]].
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In the following discussions of simpexpt, simplus, and simptimes,
we shall omit'mention of the effects of the iiexpand" and iifactor" features on
the operations of these functions. Expand and factor will be discussed in
detail later in the paper.
The value of simpexptr "8"
if s

is the list whose only element is given by:

=

«EXPT a b) e f , , , z) then
car[simpexpt[cons[a;simptimes[list[b;e]]]]];
if s =
a) b . •
then
-if zerop[a] then (UNDEFINED EXPT 0 0);
otherwise 0;
,
i,r s = (1 a) thep 1;
if s = (a n) and numberp[n] then:
if zerop[n] then 1;
if onepLn] then a;
if numbepw[n] then expt[a;n];
if minusp n] then

--ro

-:-:-zr

~[simprecip[simpexpt[list[a;minus[n]]]]];

otherwise conslEXPT;s];
otherwise ~[EXPT; s].
Simplus[s] initializes the program variables n and ~m by s~tting
them to 0 and NIL, respectively. n is used to store the sum of all numeric
terms in the argument of simplus, and tm holds the "term list", which is a
list of listed pairs: the car,of each pair is a'term from the argument of
simplus, and the cadr is the number of occurrences of that term in the argument.
For example, the term list which would be generated in response to the
list (A (TIMES B 3) (PLUS A B C» is:
«C 1) (B 4) (A 2». We shall consider in some detail the functions which
generate the term list: collectorl and collect.
Collect makes use' of the predicate mequal[x;y], which is true if
equal[x,y] or if x and y are both sums(Dr both products--, more_ generally, both
expressions whose ~ are ~ and which' have the flag COMMUTE on their pr,operty
lists) and contain the same terms, though not necessarily in the same order. '
Collect[e;m;s] searches ~he list s until it finds an element whose car is
me qual to e. The cadr of that element is increased by m, and collect termi~ates.
If no such element---or-s is found, then the value of collect is cons[list[e;mJ.jtm].
Th~s, collect brings ~p to date the record of the number of occurrences-of the
sub-expression e in the expression being simplified--that record being stored on
the term list, tm. For example, if the expression
(PLUS A (TIMES 2 B) A 3 C) is ,to be simplified (assume that ~he second level has
already been simplified), then simplus initializes n to 0 and tm to 'NIL, and calls
collectorl[(A (TIMES 2 B) 'A 3 C);l], which causes
collect[A;ljNIL] to be executed. The result is a new value for tm: «A 1».
Now collectorl calls itself: co11ector1[«TIMES 2 B) A 3 C);l], which again calls
collect, etc., ',until the original list of terms is exhausted. The growth of the
term list may be summarized as follows:

r

collector
arguments
(A (TIMES 2 B) A 3 C), 1
«TIMES 2 B) A 3 C), 1

collect
arguments

results

A, 1) NIL
(TIMES 2 B), 1, «A 1»
L

n

tm

0

«A 1»
«B 2)(Al»

0

r'

(A 3 C), 1

A, 1, ((B 2) (A 1»

0

«(B 2) (A 2))

(3 C), 1

3, 1, ((B 2)(A 2»

3

«B 2) (A 2)

(C), 1

c,

3

( (C 1) (B 2) (A 2»

NilJ.,l

1, «B 2)(A 2»

Return to simplus.

The value of collectorl[r;mm], where r is initially the list, s, of
the terms of the sum being simplified, is:
prog 2[
(if null[r] then NIL;
otherwise:
if numberp[car[r]] then
setqln;plus[times[n;mm];car[r]]]
(recall that the purpose-of n is to hold the value of the
numeric portion of the expression; the 'purpose of mm will
be made clear below): '
if atom[car[r]] then collect[car[r);;mm;tm);
if eq[caar[r);PLUS] then collector[cdar[r);mm]
"(delete nested PLUS operations: - , (PLUS A (PLUS B C» = (PLUS A B C) );
if eq[caar[r];MINUS] then
cOliectorl[cdar[r) ;'minus [mm])
(the appearance of (MINUS e) is recorded as -1
appearance of e rather than as 1 occurrence of
(MINUS e); thus, (MINUS (MINUS e» is recorded as
1 occurrence of e; this is the reason for the
argument rom)l;
if eq[caar[r];TIMES] then
ir-numEerp[cadr[car[r))) then
collect[caddr[car[r));times[cadar[r);mm];tm]
(if a numeric factor other than one is involved in a
product, then simptimes places this factor at the
front of the list of factors;. thus, by the time
simplus sees the product, if a numeric factor (not 1)
appears, then it is necessarily the first factor;
similar remarks may be made with respect to simplus
and' non-zero numeric terms);
otherwise 'collect[car[r);mm;tm];
otherwise collectlcarlr);mm;tm).);
collectorl[cdr[r);mm;tm]

J".
After it causes the term list to be generated, simplus must rewrite
the term list as a conventional aritmnetic expression. For this purpose,
collect2 is called. The effect of collect2 is to generate an output list, 10,
whose k'th member is car[simptimes[tmk ]], where tmk is the kith member of the
term list (the argument of simptimes nlust be a list of factors; each element
of,tm is a list of two elements: an expression and the number of occurrences
of that expression). Collect2 may be summarized by:
mapcon[tmj~t[x);simptimes[car[x))]).
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The final action:3 performed by simplus are to cons n onto 10 if n
is non-zero; to cons PLUS onto the new 10 if 10 contains-more than one element-if the list contains only one element, its car is taken as the new 10; and ~his
last list is cons 7 ed onto NIL.
The remaining simp function to be discussed in this section,
simptimes[s], is ,similar to simplus: na and tm are initially set to 1 and NIL,
respectively; and collectorl is called to generate the term list. However; the
tests ,made by collectorl when this function is called by simptimes differ from
the tests desG!ibed ab9ve in the discussion of simplus. Simplus and simptimes
actually call collectorl via collector, whose six arguments specify which tests
are to, be made. The main changes are the following replacements in the
descriptions given above: replace plus by times; PLUS by TIMES; MINUS by
RECIP; and TIMES by EXPT. One additional test is made; and collectorl, when
called by simptimes, has the followi.ng appearance:
prog2[
(if null[r] then NIL;
otherwise:
if numberp[car[r]], then setq[n; times:(n;mm;car[r]]];
if atomlcarTrT] then cOllect"[carlr] ;mm; tm]-;if eqlcaarlr] ; TIMES] then col'leCtor[cdar[r] ; mud ;
if eq[caar[r];RECIP] then collector~lcdar[r];minus[mm]]
(rom again keeps track bfinverses--this time inverses
unde'r multiplication rather than 'inverses l.lnder addition);
if eq[ca~r[r];EXPT] then
cOllectTcadr[car[r]];car[simptimes[list[mm;
caddr [car lrlT] ]]; tTiiJ
-(the reason for using simptimes, rather than times,
wi.ll be' explained belqw);
if' eq[caar[r];MINUS] then '
,
prog2lsetq [n;minus [n]] ;collectorl[cdar[r] ;mm]] ,
( this test is not made vlhen collectorl ~s called by
simplus; if a factor is preceded by a minus sign, then
the minus sign is, in effect, transferred"to the numeric
portion of the product; thus, a simplified product c'ontains
no "negative" factors, except, perhaps, a negative numeric
factor) ;'
otherwise collect[car[r] ;mm;tm].);
]

.

collectorl[cdr[r] ;:mm; tm]

The use of simptimes in the statement which is executed when
carls] is found to be an exponential form allows the collection of non-numeric
numbers of occurrences of sub-expressions; e.g. suppose that s = ((EXPT a b) ••• ).
Then we may collect b ocpurrences of a, even if b is not a number. ,Thus
simplify[(TIMES (EXPT A 3)(EXPT A((PLUS B 1»)] = ((EXPT A (PLUS·4 B»).
Collect must be modified, but only slightly, in order to accommodate this ~ore
general mode of collecting: when collect finds a record of an expression in the
term list, instead of adding m to cadrLcar[s]] (s is that portion of the term
list whose ~ contains the recordC)'f'the expression currently being collected),
collect will cons m onto cadr[car[s]].
---- --6

----

After the term list has been produced, simptimes calls collect2.
The normal function of collect2 when called by simptimes is analogous to its
function when called by simplus; only one word is 'changed in the summary.
We have': mapcon[ tm;~,[ [.x]; simpexpt~car[x]]]) (simpexpt replaces simptimes).
,However, to make, possible collection-0f like factors with not necessarily
numeric exponents, we must modify collect2 when it is called by simptimes:
Plapcon[ tm;A[ [xJ';simpexpt[~[~[x] ;simpl~s[cdr[x]]]]]].
Finally," if n ~s zero, simptimes returp,s (0); ,otherwise, if n is
not equal toone, then nis cons'ed onto 10, the 'output of collect2; if
this last l~st contains only one element, then simptimes returns that list;
Qtherwise simptimes returns ~[~[TIMES;lo];NIL].
Thi~ is the basic simplify program.
It has the disadvantages that
it permits the user no control over the form of the output of the progr~
(unless, of course, the user is willing to understand LISP and the simplify
program well enough to make it behave in a desired manner) and it does not
make use of the polynomial format to simplify and speed up symbolic arithmetic
epera~ions (parti~ularly division).
In order to eliminate these shortcomings,
the program has been expanded (by a factor of about three in the number' of '
cards comprising the deck). The' new functions pf th~ program are described
in the following pages.
'
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Factor
The following question is suggested by the operation of simptimes:
if we can collect non-numeric numbers of occurrences of sub-expressions in
products (simplify[(TIMES X (EXPT.X B»~ = «EXPT X (PLUS 1 B») ), then why
don't we collect non-numeric numbers of occurrences of sub-expressions in
sums? Then we would have, for example,
simplify[(PLUS (TIMES X A) (TIMES B X»] = "«TIMES X (PLUS B

A»).

Brief reflection reveals that this latter trick requires some care because of
the commutativity and associativity of multiplicatiQn; when we see (EXPT X A),
there is doubt that we should collect A occurrences of X; but, when we see
(TIMES A B), do we have A occurrences of B or B occurrences of A?
We have bypassed this difficulty by requiring the user of the program
to specir,y what is to be done when collecting in products: before calling
simplify, he gives evalquote the arguments FACTOR (r). Factor[r] is the function:
deflist[list[list[FACTORjcond[[atom[r];NIL];[Tjr]]];COLFLAG]].
Factor is defined so that the user need not be concerned with the details of
using deflist and ~anipulating property· lists.
If the argument, r, of factor is an atom, then the null list will be
put on~o the property list of FACTOR after the indicator COLFLAG. In this case
simplify will not collect non-numeric numbers of occurrences of expressions in
sums.
Ifr is a list, then the variables in the list will be factored from
all sums in which factoring is possiblej if factoring of more than one listed
'variable is possible, the variable which appears first in the factor list, r,
will be factored first. For example:
if r

= (X YZ), then slmplify[(PLUS
= «~IMES X (PLUS A B»)j

if r =

NIL

(TIMES A X)(TIMES B X»]

(or any other atom, or any list not containing X), then

then simplify[(PLUS (TIMES A X)(TIMES B X»]
if r

= ({PLUS
= (X Y),

(TIMES A X) (TIMES B X»);
then

simplify[(PLUS (TIMES A X)(TIMES B·X Y)(TIMES C Y»]
=

«PLUS (TIMEs X (PLUS (TIMES Y B) A»(TIMES Y C»);

and, if r

= (Y

X), then

simplify[(PLUS (TIMES A X)(TIMES B X Y)(TIMES C Y»]
=

.«PLUS (TIMES Y (PLUS (TIMES X B) C»(TIMES X

A»).

The factoring is accomplished in two stages; we shall first consider
the ordering of the factors in products (only products are affected by the
ordering procedure). In the process of unwinding the term list generated by
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collectorl and collect, collect2 calls collect3[xjcolist], where x is the
arithmetic expression generated by collect2 in cor~espondence to the first
element on the term list and colist is the factor list (as specified by the
most recently executed "factor'[r] II call). (Colist is a program variable avail~ble
to collect2.)
Collect3 finds the first element of colist which appears in x, the
remainder of colist is dropped; this new list is returned as the value of
collect3, and it replaces the old value of colist. Collect3 is executed for
its effect as well as its value: if x is found to have.an element in common
with colist, then xis set aside--stored as the value of the program variable
vsav. The next time collect3 is called (x is now the arithmetic expression
corresponding to the second element of the term list), if the first element of
colist which appears in x turns out to be the last element of colist (which is
the ~irst element of the factor list which appeared in the expression
corresponding to the first element of the term list), then x is cons'ed onto
vsav, the value of collect3 is coiist, and control returns to coIreCt2, which
eventually calls collect3 with the ~hird arithmetic expression and so on.
However, if the first element of colist which appears in x is not the last
element of colist,. then vsav is ~'ed onto the output list of collect2,
10, x is stored in vsav, and .collect3 returns that portion of colist which
precedes the element after the first element which appears in.x, .andtontrol
returns to collect2.
vsav, x is

If x and colist ·have no elements in common, then no change is made in
~'ed onto 10, and collect3 returns colist.

Note that at any instant the value of colist.is that sublist of the
factor list whose last element is the first element of the factor list which
appears in any of the expressions generated so far by collect2. Vsav contains
a list of expressions generated so far ~y collect2 which contain the last
element of colist. And, 10 is a list of expressions which have been studied and
which do not contain any element of colist.
When the term list is exhausted, collect2 appends vsav onto 10,
producing a list with the property that all elements which contain the first
member of the factor list which appears (at any level) in the list are at the
beginning of the list.
An example of the operation of the ordering process may help to make
the above description more meaningful. Suppose that we execute the two
instructions: .'
FACTOR«V W X Y A»
SIMPLIFY«TIMES 3 W (PLUS W Z) X (PLUS 4 Y) X U

z».

The term list which will be generated is:
«Z 1) (U 1) «PLUS 4 Y) 1) (PLUS W Z) 1) (X 2) (W 1». We shall watch the values.
of the variables x, colist, vsav, and 10 as collec·t2 unwinds the term list:

9

x

(V

colis·t

vsav

10

wX Y Z)

NIL

NIL

z

II

(z)

II

U

II

II

(U)

(PLUS 4 y)

(V

(PLUS W Z)

(v

wX Y)
w)

(EXPT X 2)

"

W

"

«PLUS 4 Y»

(z

«PLUS W Z)

«PLUS 4 Y) Z u)

"

«EXPT X 2)
(PLUS 4 y) z U)

U)

"

(W (PLUS W Z»

The term list is empty so collect2 appends vsav to 10:
(W (PLUS W Z)(EXPT X 2)(PLUS 4 y) Z U). The first element of the factor list
which appe'ared in' the· term list was W, -and all elements of the final list which
contain W appear at the front of the list output by collect2.. Finally, the
numeric factor and the operation indicator are replaced, .and the result listed:
simplify[(TIMES 3 W (PLUS W Z) X (PLUS 4 Y)" X U z)]
= «TIMES 3 W (PLUS W Z·) (EXPT X 2) (PLUS 4 y) Z U».
The se~ond phase of the factoring process is accomplished by changing
collectorl, when called by simplus, for the case when eq[caar[r];TIMES] = T.
The procedure is straightforward: simplusprime effectively causes the numeric
. factor of the product (simptimes always puts the numeric factor at the front of
the list of factors) to be set aside temporarily; the list of non-numeric factors
is examined by simplus2, which determines the first element, say e, of the factor
list which appears in the first non-numeric factor of the product; simplus3
separates the list of factors into a list whose elements all contain e and a list
whose elements do not contain e (simplus2 and simplus3 ma~e use of the fact· that
the list of factors has been ordered by collect3-~thus, only the first eI~ment
need be studied in order to determine the first member. of the factor list
appearing in the list of factors; and a single pass through the list of factors
is the maximum' amount of effort required to split the list); these two lists are
made into legitimate' ,products by simptimes, and the numeric factor of the original
product',is included in the product not containing e; and the product containing e
is collected onto the term. list with the product not containing e used as the n
number of occurrences.
example.

Perhaps all this can be made more clear by making
We execute:

us~

FACTOR«V W X Y Z»)
SIMPLIFY«PLUS A (TIMES 3 W (PLUS W Z) X (PLUS 4 Y) X U

of the previous

z»).

After simplification is accomplished on the second level of the expression,
simplus is called:
~

simplus[(A (TIMES 3 W (PLUSW Z)(EXPT X 2)(PLUS 4 Y) Z U»].

10

Collectorl will see A, set the term list to «A 1», and on to the second
term. The first elelnent of this term, TIMES, sends control of the program to· t
the group of functions described above: simplusprime sets 3 off to the side;.
simplus2 looks at the first element, W, of the remaining list and determines that
the first element of the factor list which appears in W is W; simplus3 strips off
the elements containing W from the list of factors, forming two lists:
(W (.
W Z»and «EXPT X 2) (PLUS 4 Y) Z u); simplusl makes products of these
two lists (replacing the numeric. factor, 3, in the second list) and, finally,
calls:
collect[(TIMES W (PLUS W Z»;(TIMES 3 (EXPT X 2)(PLUS 4 Y) Z U); «A 1»].
It will be noted that the scheme described above will not factor
products; for example: simplify[(PLUS X (EXPT X 2»] = «PLUS X (EXPT X 2»),.
whether or not X is on the factor list; simplify will not give· us the result
«TIMES X (PLUS 1 X»). At first, this seems a rather serious limitation;
however, it has one advantage (in addition to the programming difficulties it
avoids): the ·factored output is in ~ form which may be converted to polynomial
notation with considerable ease. Of course, once we have rewritten
(PLUS X (EXPT X 2» in the form (POLY XII 0), it is not difficult to drop the
tailing zero and multiply the result by X:
(TIMES X (POLY XII». This,
then, may be changed into (TIMES X (PLUS Xl). This scheme appears to be a very
roundabout way of.. factoring, but its implementation is straightforward and makes
use of much of the·code which already exists; factoring directly would be
difficult to code and would require considerably more: memory for the program
than factoring by means of polynomial manipulation.
One further feature of this factoring mechanism deserves mention:
consider a case in which a sum contains several products involving .the first
element of the factor list, say: (PLUS (TIMES A X Y)«TIMES B X Y)(TIMES ex».:,
and the factor list is· (X Y). Then the term list which will be generated for .
simplu$ will be: «X (C (TIMES Y B) (TIMES Y A»». Collect2 will use simplus
to form a sum of the number of occurrences of X, and simplus will factor Y from
fuesum:
.
simplus[(C (TIMES'y B) (TIMES Y A»] = «PLUS C (TIMES Y (PLUS BA»». Thus,
the factor feature accomplishes factoring whenever possible-- on any level of
the expression; and decisions as to which variable should be factored ~hen more
than one might be factored are made by referring to the factor list--the first
variable on the factor list is factored first, the second variable second, and
·so on. (Note, in the above example, that if the. factor list were (Y X), then:
simplify[(PLUS (TIMES A X Y)(TIMES B X Y)(TIMES C X»]

= «PLUS

(TIMES Y X (PLUS A B»(TIMES X C»). )
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Polynomials
A set of functior.s which manipulate polynomial expressions has been
included in simplify; this was done in order to take advantage of the speed
and ease of dealing with polynomials. In particular, division of polynomials
may be programmed in a straightforward manner.
The definition of simplus., simptimes, and simpquotient have been
modified from the forms described earlier by the inclusion of calls to the
polynomial functiqns whenever appropriate.
We shall consider the polynomial functions:
SimpolyLs] is called only by simp; if s is the zero polynomial,
(POLY x 0 • • • 0), then simpoly returns-ro); otherwisesimpoly returns the
polynomial derived from s by dropping all leading zeroes:
simpoly[ (POLY x 0 0 1 1)] = (POLY xlI).
Polyunwrite(s) rewrites the polynomial s as a non-polynomial
expression; the procedure may be summarized by the program:
prog [ (u v w);
-setq[u;O] ;
setq [ v; NIL'] ;
setq[w;reverse[cddrLs]]];
A setq[v;consLcarTSTniptimes[list[~[w];car[simpexpt[
listLcadrLs] jU]]] ]]] jVJ'T;
.
setq[u;addl[u]]j
.
setq[wjcdr[w]];
condL [w;go[A]]]j
retUrn[car[simplus[v]]]
].
The actual polyunwrite program is written in the form of recursive and pseudorecursive functions, rather than in the form of a program; the program rewrites
polynomials as non-polynomial expressions on every level of the original
expression. After tlle coefficients of a polynomial have been"polyunwritten, II
the polynomial itself must be transformed, and this process takes place in the
manner described in the program; beginning with the low-order coefficient
(car[reverse[cddr[s]]]) and 'working up to the high-order coefficient (caddr[s]),
the program builds up a sum by raising the polynomial variable (cadr[s]) to the
same power (u) as the order of the coefficient (car[w]) currently under
consideration, then multiplying this expression by the current coefficient, and
cons'ing that product to the list (v) of terms. If s is not a polynomial, then
'POIYunwrite will IIpolyunwrite" any polynomials which appear in s.
.
If r is' a list of atoms, then polywrite[s;r] searches r until it finds
an element, x, which appears in Sj then polywrite calls itself: polywrite[s;x].
If sand r have no element in common, then polywrite returns s if s is not a
polynomial, and returns polywrite[s;cadr[s]] if s is a polynomial.
When x is atomic, polywrite[sjx] writes the expression s as a
polynomial in x. If s does not contain x, then polywrite retUrns (POLY xs).
If s is a polynomial in x and none of the coefficients of s contains x, then
polywrite[sjx] = s. If neither of these cases is satisfied, then the ~acto~
list is set aside, and a new factor list produced which contains the single element x.
12

Then polywrite calls simplify[polyunwrite[s]]. The output of simplify will
almost be a polynomial: no two terms will involve the same power of x, except
constant terms; and in every term involving x, the factor containing x will be
the first factor. Then, polywrite must rearrange .the terms, combine all the
constant terms, and drop the factors containing x.
Polywrite calls polywrite3 (Via polywrite 1 and polywrite2). Term by
term, polywrite3 scans the output of simplify, determines the power of x
involved in that term, and gives back a list, (k a), of the power ofx and the
coefficient. Polywrite2 calls setarray, which simplusJes a onto the kIth
element of the coefficient list, harray. When the output of simplify has been
scanned, polywritel puts x and POLY on the front of harray, 'and returns' the
polynomial to polYVlri te .
The polynomial format used by the program has no prov~s~on for
negative powers of x. Therefore, if polywrite3 sees a negative power of x, this
term is set aside until the remainder of the simplify output is scanned. Then,
polywritel makes a polynomial of the coefficient list, ·harray, cons'es thts
polynomial to the list of terms which were set aside by polywrite3; and then
cons'es PLUS to'that list. Thus, polywrite[(PLUS A (TIMES 2 (EXPT X 2»
E:TRECIP X»; X] = (PLUS (POLY X 2 0 (PLUS A B»(RECIP X».
If setarray is asked to modify the k'th element' of harray, but harray's
last element is numbered less than k, then setarray will lengthen the list to
accommodate the k'th element. Similarly, on the lower end, setarray will extend
the list in order to accommodate low-numbered elements. As it is .used now,
setarray is made to believe that there is a zero'th element, and it is never
asked to store data in negative elements (polywrite3 sees to this). However,
these restrictions are by no means necessary; setarray was written with the
thought in mind that it might prove 'useful to use a polynomial format such as:
~OLY X

-3 A 0 BOO 1) = (PLUS (TIMES A (EXPT X 2» B (EXPT X -~)) (here, the
third element of the polynomial specifies the order of the low-order coefficient).
Such a format has the advantage that, for example, (PLUS (EXPT X IOOO)(EXPT X 998»)
may bp. written as a list of six elements, (POLY X 998, I 0 1), rather than a list of
100; elements, of which only four are non-zero: (POLY X I 0 1 0 . . . . 0). The
polynomial convention which was adopted for simplify was simpler to implement and
permits greater speed of manipulation.
Polyp Ius , polytimes, and polyquotient reT.urh 0 if a zero polynomial
results from the addition, multiplication, or division, respectively; returns
the constant term if the result is a polynomial 01" zero degree; and returns the
polynomial result otherwise. Each of these functions has two argumen~s--the
expressions to be manipulated, and the output is an expression--not a list whose
first element is an arithmetic express;ion, as in the case of the simp functions;
The forms of the input and output for the polys imp functions seemed worthwhile
simplifications when they were decided upon; however, they render impossible the
use of descriptor lists in the polynomial package (see the section on descriptor
lists). (This mistake will not be repeated in future versions of simplify).

If neither y nor z is a polynomial, then polyplus[y;z] =
car[simplus[list[Yjz]]] ,Otherwise, if z is a polynomial, then y is rewritten as
a polynomial-rn-terms of the variable of z; if z is not a polyriomial, then z is
Fewritten in terms of cadr[y]. Now polyplus has two polynomials in the same
variable; the coefficient lists areIEversed and given to polyplusl, which adds
corresponding coeffiCients, from low~order to high-order, until one list is
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exhausted; then "lhatever re·nains of the other list is ( effectively) reversed
and appended to the sum coefficient list. The output ofpolyplusl is the list of
coefficients (in descending order) of· the sum polynomial, to which polyplus n~ed
only append the list (POLY/x), where x is the variable of the polynomials.
If'neither argument of polytimes[y;z] is a polynomial, then the
product of y by z is expanded by polyexpandl: both y and z are expressed as
lists of terms of a sum (if y is not a sum--i.e., eq(car(Y);PLUS) = NIL--then the
list of terms contains one element: y; similarly for-z); then each element of
each list of terms· is multiplied (by simptimes) by each element of the other'list,
and the resulting p:roducts are summed by simplus. Thus,
polytimes[(PLUS A B)j(DIFFERENCE A B)] = (PLUS (EXPT A 2)(MINUS (EXPT B 2»).
When at least one argument of polytimes[y;z] is a polynomial: '. if
both y and z are polynomials, then y is rewritten in terms of cadr[z]; otherwise,
the non-polynomial argument is made into a polynomial in the variable of the
other argument. The coefficient lists of the two polynomials are then "multiplied"
together by a succession of 'maplists and "shifting" of the partial product
coefficient list. The coefficient list of z is multiplied (using simptimes), term
by term, by .the low·~rder coefficient of y, and the resulting list is the initial
value of the partial. product. Zero is cons' ed onto. the partial.product; the
coefficient 'list of z is mul.tiplied py the second low-order coefficient of y, and
the resulting list is added, term by term, to the partial product list, forming a
new partial product, to which is cons led zero, and the multiplication is
repeated; using the third low-order coefficient of y; and so on, until the
product of the coefficient list of z by the high-order coefficient'of y has been
ipcluded ·in the partial product. The variable of the polynomials and POLY are
then successively cons'ed onto the partial product list, and polytimes returns
the resulting polynomial.
Polyquotlent[y;z] writes bot~ its arguments as polynomials in the first
membe'r of ·the factor list which appears in either y or z. If no member of the
factor list appears in y or z, or if the factor list is null, then: if z is a
polynomial, then y is rewritten as a po~omial in the variable of Zj ify is a
polynomial, then z is. rewritten in terms of·the variable of y; otherwise,
polyquotient returns a list of the form (TIMES y car[simprecip[list[z]]]) )
(if ~[y] = TIMES, then. polYquotientteturns rtcon;ry;simpreclP.(list[z]]] ).
The rewriting of y and z (when possible) is performed under the
direction of polyquotientl, which gives the rewritten arguments to polyquotient2.
Polyquotient2 initializes the program variable check to NIL; if Y is a lowerdegree polynomial than z, then check will be set to T by polyquotient6, and
. (TIMES y (RECIP z» will be returned by polyquotient. (fl is also set to NIL by
polyquotient2--this is necessary to prevent errors from occurring when various
simp functions, which use the program variable fl, are called by the polyquotient
functions--fl is described in the section on descriptor lists.)
Polyquotient2 gives the coefficient lists of y and z to poiyquotient4,
which initializes the program variables signal and ldcof to T and NIL,
respectively; and calls' polyquotient5. Signal will be set .to NIL.by polyquotient6
when the division process is in its next-to-last iteratio.n--the last iteration is
performed differently from the' others; after the last iteration, the value 9f the
signal is set to the list of coefficients of the quotient polynomial.
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During each iterat1.on, ldcof stores the quoti~nt of the first
coefficient of the reduced numerator currently considered by the first coefficient
of z; Idcof will be multiplied by each of the other coefficients of the reduc~d
numerator, and the resulting list will be subtracted, term by term, from the
reduced numerator. Consider the quotient:
2
(3a + 6ab + abc + 2b,2c )/(a + 2b); or, in polynomial notation:

pOly(a;3,6b~bC,2b2c)/POly(a;1,2b).
Idcof

We shall follow the progress of the division:

denominator
coefficients

numerator
coefficients
,

1,2b

3/1 = 3

3,6b
0,

bC/l

=

2

3, 6b+bc ,2b c
2

bc,2b c
,

. 2

bc,2b c

bc

0,

°

Thus, Idcof contains the coefficient of the quotient list which was generated by
the most recent iteration; the quotient coefficient list is obtained by listing,'
all the values taken on by Idcof during the division: in the example, this list
,is (3 bc), and in the quoti~nt polynomial is poly(a;3,bc), or 3a + bc.
After the
last iteration, the value of Idcof is set to the remainder coefficient list; . in
the example 'above, this list is (0 0).
The reduction of the numerator is accomplished by polyquotient6, which
carries out the process of "long division lt , as is indicated in the example above.
,
The output of polyquotient4 is a listed
list of coefficients of the quotient polynomial;
from the' remainder polynomial coefficient list by
In the example, the output of polyquotient4 would
list is given to polyquotient3.

pair; the first memb,er is the
the second is the list obtained
dropping all leading zeroes.
be: «3 (TDiES bc» NIL). This

Polyquotient3 returns (TIMES y (RECIP z» if check has been set to T.
If the remainder list is null, then polyquotient3 m~kes a polynomial of the
quotient list. and returns. When the division yields a non-zero remainder,
polyquotient3 will return an expression of the form (PLUS q (QUOTIENT r 'z»
. (simplifications are made where possible), where q, r, and z are the quotient,
remainder, and divisor, respectively, if a non-null list is stored on the property
list ·of .the atom SIMPLIFY after the indicator .REMAINDER. If no such list or
indicator exists, then polyquotient3 returns an expression of the form:
(TIME$ y ~[simprecip[list['zJ ] J).
The function polyremainder is provided to enable the user to' store thean expression on the property list of SIMPLIFY after the indicator REMAINDER.
Polyrem~inder[NO] has the same effect as' polyremainder[NIL]--polyquotient will
return'a quotient only if the remainder is zero.
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Rsav
We now have the facllity to deal with either polynomial or non-polynomial
expressions. There seems to be no convenient way of dealing with the two types of .
expressions simultaneously; thus, if a polynomial and a non-polynomial'both
appear in a sum, we might either·polyunwrite the polynomial or polywrite the
non-polynomial, and then simplify. ~oweve~ another scheme has been adopted--one
which minimizes the amount of polywritJ.ng and polyunwriting--we simply handle the
two types of expressions separately as long as possible, and, in the' final stages
of simplus and simptimes we shall give to polyplus and polytimes,respectively, the
job of making a simplified polynomial of the sum or product .
. The program variable psav is set to 0 (1) by simplus (simptimes).
Collect2, then, tests car[simplus[car[tm]]] (or car[simptimesLcarltmJJJ) to see if
it is a polynomial--lf so, the expression is added (multipliedTb'y polyplus
(polytimes)into psav, rather than being consled onto the output list. If this
test fa~ls, then collect2'acts in the manner described previously (other
modifications to collect2 will be discussed later, but we assume for now that they.d
do not exist) •. ,When the term list is' exhausted, psav contains the s~ (product)
of all polynomial expressions which were represented in the term list, and the
output list contains all the non-polynomial expres.sions derived from the term list.
'~en simplus (simptimes) 'prepares the fi.nal simplified expression it
checks' the value .of psav. If this value is still 0 (1).. then the. numeric portion
and the PLUS (TIMES) are put Into the output list, ~ccording to the rules previously
describe~. However, ·if psav is not still 0 (1), then polypLUS (polytimes) is called
to add '(multiply) 'psav into the non-polynomial part of the output expression, apd
.. the numeric part and PLUS (TIMES) are listed with the.res~lting polynomial
expression if necessary.

Thus, any sum or product involving a polynomial term or factor will be
simplified to a polynomial. It is, however, a simple mat~er to cause such sums. or
products. to be simplified to expressions involving no polynomials--we need only
call simplify[polyunwrite[e]], rather than simplify[e].
.
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Recipmode
The fact that the reciprocal of an expression, e, may be represented
as (RECIP e) or as (EXPT e -1) leads us to add another feature to the simplify
program: recipmode. This function sets the constant RECIPMODE to T or NIL,
according as the single argument of recipmode is R or some other S-expression,
respectively.
When the,value of RECIPMODE is T, then simpexpt changes all
exponential expressions with negative exponents (a. symbolic expression whose
first element is MINUR i~ considered by simpexpt to be negative) into
reciprocals of expressions vlith non-negati ve exponents~ For example, when the
value of RECIPMODE is T, simpexpt[(A -3)] = «(~CIP (EXPT A 3))); and
simpexpt[(A (MINUS B)] = ((RECIP (EXPT A B»).
If recipmode[x], x ~ R, is executed, then subsequent calls of simpexpt
will cause any expression whose first element is REC~ and which is to be raised
to a power to be relieved of the ,prefix'RECIP and to be raised to the negative
of'the original exponent: simpexpt[ (A -3)] = «EXPT A -3»; and simpexpt: [( (RECIP A)
-3)] = «RECIPA 3».
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Expand
It is sometimes cor.velhienL to be able to express a product of sume as
a sum of products; e.g. (a + b) (c +d.d) = ac + ad +bc + bd. Collect2 has been
modified to accomplish such expans ion, vlhen desired.
The "expand list,"·which is stored on the property list of SIMPLIFY
after the indicator EXPA~ID, is a list of atomic symbols. 'rbe occurrence of at
least one of the elements of the expand list in a product of , sums l.nitiates the
expansion process. The expand list may be set by the user by means of the
function expand[x], where, x is the desired expand list •.
Since the expansion of products of sums is applicable only when
collect2 is called by simptimes, vIe consider the un'\o1inding of the term list
generated by simptimes (actually, of course, the term list is generated by
collector vlhen called by simptimes). Collect2 compares the algebraic expression
produced by the call simpexptLcarLtm]] with the expand list .. If no element of the
expand list occurs in the expression ,then the expression is cons'ed onto the
output list in the usual manner. lIm-rever, if the expression does contain one or
more elemenus of the expand list, then the expression is multiplied (by poly times)
by the current value of psav, and the resulting product replaces the old value of
psav. The machinery which handles polynomial factors also handles the task of
putting the expanded products into the output list.
The result of, making this very simple addition to collect2 is
demonstrated by the following example: if·we execute expandL(X)], then
simplify[(PLUS X (TIMES (PLUS A B)(PLUS C X»))] ='«PLUS X (TIMES A ,C) (TIMES A X)
(TIMES B C)(TIMES B X»)= amd simplify[(PLUS X (TIMES '(PLUS A B)(PLUS CD»») =
= .«PLUS X (TIMES (PLUS A B) (PLUS C D»» (in this' second case, the single
element, X,' of the expand list does 'not appear in the product' of sums).
A problem may sometimes arise in the event that both the expand and
factor lists contain an element which may be factored from'a sum of products; an
example best describes the difficulty: suppose that expand[(Y)] and factor [(Y)]
have been 'executed, and we want to compute simplify[(PLUS (TIMES Y A)(TIMES Y B»).
After simplification on the two 10vlest levels (Y, A, Y, B, (TIMES Y A), and
(TIMES Y B) ), simplus[«TIMES Y A) (TIMES Y B»J is called., Simplus generates the
term list representing (PLUS B A) occurrences of Y, then collect2, in the process
~f generating the output list, calls simptimes[(Y (PLUS B A»]. But, bec~use Y
appears in both the argument of simptimes and in tpe expand list, simptimes calls
polytimes[Y;(PLUS B A)J, which expands its arguments into a list of products,
which is made into a sum by simplus. Thus, polytimes[Y;(PLUS B A)J
= simplus[«TIMES Y B) (TIMES Y A»J; the evaluation of this expression requir~s'
eValuation of simplus[«TIMES Y A) (TIMES Y B»], which requires the value of
simplus[«TIMES Y B)(TIMES
Y A»)],
etc.
.
.
This 'non-terminating recursion problem has been avoided by simply turning
off the expand feature before collect2 calls simptimes (when collect2 is called by
simplus): the'expand list is saved, the null list put in its place on the property
list of SIMPLIFY, and, after simptimes is executed, the expand list is replaced.
The expand
containing an element
return the product of
(TIMES A X) 3)J yield

list also affects the output of simpexpt; if a product
of the expand list is raised to a power, then simpexpt will
powers of factors: expand[(X)] and simplify[(EXPT
«TIMES (EXPT A 3)(EXPT X 3»). Furthermore, if the exponent
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1.:s a fixed-point number greater than zer.o~. say n,. and the expression, to. be
raised to the n'th power' is a sum,. then simptimes will be called n-ll times. by
. simpexpt in order to generate a sum of products:: expand [ (x) land.
simplify[(EXPT (TIMES (PLUS A X) B) 2)] yield;
«TIMES (PLUS (EXPT A 2) (TIMES 2 A X) (EXPT X 2» (EXPT B 2)})1 •.
Bonsideration of expand leads us to· another feature of. collect2::
the handling of sums of reciprocals whi.ch involve members of the expand. list •.
If recipmode[R] has been executed, then when collect2 is called by simplus,.
the program variable rsav (initialized by simplus) is used to store the product
of all expressions seen by collect2 which involve at least onememb~r of the
e:J{:pand. list and which are preceded by RECIP.. For example,. if the expand list
is (B C),. thellli simplus[(A ('RECIP B) D (RECIP C) (RECIP B»] will generate the
term list:. «((BECIP C) I).(D 1) «RECIP B)~ 2) (A 1». We shall follow the
development of rsav and tm (the term list). as the output list is generated:
rsav

tm

10

NIL

( «RECIP C) 1) (D 1) ((REeIP B): 2) (A l})

NIL

(c)

«D l)«RECIP

B) 2)(A 1»

(1)

(C)

( «RECIP B) 2) (A 1))

(B C)

«A

(B C)

NIL

1»).

( (TIMES' D C) 1).
«TIMES 2 C) (TlMES B D C) B)

«TIMES' A B C) (TIMES. 2 C) (TIMES B D C) BJ-

Each time a reCiprocal e.xpression is found in the term list eac·h
element of the output list is multiplied by the expression (after deleting
RECIP from the expression by taking its eadr', the product of rsav.by the
number of occurrences of the reciprocal expression is cons'ed onto the output
list, and· the expression which appeared reciprocated iSC:Ons1ed onto rsav.
Furthermore, every term to be included in the output list, but which does not
result from a reciprocal expression in the term list, is multiplied by the
current value of rsav, 'and,this product is cons'd onto 10. Thus, when the term
list'is exhausted, the product of. the' terms-or-lois the numerator of the final
result, and the product of·the terms of rsav is the denominator of the finalanswer. In the process of putting the finishing touches .on the simplified
expression, simplus replaces rsav by ~[simptimes[rsav]]; puts' the numeric
term and PLUS onto the output list generated by collect2, if necessary; then
gives these two lists to polyquotient, whose output is returned by simplus.
We have, then:
simplus[ (A (RECIP B) D (RECIP C) (REGIP B»] = «TIMES (PLUS (TIMES A B C)
(TIMES 2 C) (TIMES B D C) B) (RECIP (TIMES B

0» »).

Another function of c011ect2, one which was not demonstrated by the
example, is to multiply psav by the reciprocated expression (after, of course,
deleting RECIP) when the elements of 10 are multiplied by th~ recipro~ated
.
expression.
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When.collect2 is ·~alled by simptimes, and if RECIPMODE = R, then
rsav is also used, to store a list of all reciproca~ed.~xpressions found on the
term list. In this case, however, the elements of 10 are not modified when' ~
reciprocal expression appears~ The final phase of simptimes generates the
quotient of the product of the terms of 10 and the product of the terms of
rsav: simptimes[(A (RECIP B) D (RECIP C)(RECIP B))] = «TIMES A D (RECIP
(TIMES C (EXPT B 2))))). The handling of reciprocal expressions whe~ simptimes
calls collect2 is independent of the expand list.
If RECIPMODE f R, then simpexpt will change reciprocals into
exponential expressions. Collect2 will not put such expressions on rsav, and,the
final result will not have the form of an expression multiplied by the reciprocal
of another expression.
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Descriptor Lists
Our discussion o~ ~hat the' simplify program does is now complete
(the operator package, which will be considered· later, is not considered to
be part of the simplify program, but is an auxiliary program). However, a
study of the listing of the program reveals that some things are done in strange
~ays--namely, simplify (and the simpfunctions) returns a list whose only element
is the ~implified expression; these lists are generated by the function
.
trigsimp, rather than by a straightforward cons or list; . and the function
descmap. (in simp) operates on the output of the simpfunntions.
These features of the program have been incorporated in order to make
possible the addition of an identity-recognizing routine· (in this connection,
the trigonometric identities immediately come to mind--hence, the name trigsimp).
It is intended that, after simplification of a sub-expression, trigsimp
will be given an opportunity to study the output expres~ion by comparing its
properties with a list of properties stored on the property list of the main
connective of the simplified expression. Paired with each set of .properties on
this list will be a message, or descriptor, which indicates conditions to be
looked for on higher levels .of simplification of the original expression. If the
expression seen by trigsimp has any of the properties on the appropriate list of
property-descriptor pairs, then the expression is list'ed with the corresponding
descriptor, and this list is returned.
For example, suppose we wish to substitute 1 for
(PLUS (EXPT (SIN x) 2)(EXPT (COS x) 2» whenever possible, where x is an
arbitrary expressionT. Then the following information (in some convenient
representation) will be stored on ·the property list of EXPT:
If the expression is of the form (EXPT (SIN x) 2) {or
(EXPT (COS x) 2) ), then look for PLUS as the main connective
on the ,next-higher level and for another term of the form
(EXPT (COS x) 2) (or (EXPT (SIN x) 2) ) in the. sum; then, if
these condi tion13 are also met, subtrac t one occurrence of
(F.XPT (SIN x) 2) and of (EXPT (COS x) 2) from that sum and
add 1.
(There may, of course, be other property-descriptor paIrs in this list). The
portion of this statement following the first "then" is the descriptor; for
brevity, let this descriptor be denoted by D. Now consider the simplification
of (PLUS (EXPT (COS A) 2)(EXPT (SIN A) 2). Simpexpt is called twice; in both
cases, the output expressions from simpexpt satisfy properties which appear on
the list of property-descriptor pairs stored on the property list of EXPT. Thus,
the outputs of simpexpt are «EXPT (COS A) 2) d) and «~T (SIN A) 2) D). On
the next-higher level of simplification, simplify calls simp, which saves the .
descriptors (this is why the second argument of simp must be a list of lists of
expressions, contrary to the simplified desc~iption given previously) from each
of the elements of its second argument; simp lists the car's of the elements of
its second argument, sends this list to the appropriate simpfunction, saves the
new descriptors generated by the simpfunction, and then calls descmap
.
("descriptor map" function), which sees if any of the conditions of the .original
descriptors are satisfied by the expression output by the simpfunction--if so,
then the instructions given in the descriptor are obeyed.
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In·our example, ~imp saves the descriptors D and D; then calls
simplus, vlhich returns ((PLUS (EXPT (COS A) 2) (EXPT (SIN A) 2))); no nevi
descriptors are generated by simplus, and descmap is called. Descmap finds
that both (SIN A) and (COS A) raised to the second powers appear in the sum •
. Therefore, descmap obeys the instructionq indicated in the descriptor list:
subtract (~T (SIN A) 2) and {EXPT (COS A) 2) and add 1. The result is 1,
which is ~red onto the "new descriptor list" which was saved by simp before
descmap was called--in this case, the list is NIL--and the output of simp is (1).
The instructions followed by descmap may require that no
substi tutionsbe made, but that a new descriptorbe cons' ed onto the "new
descriptor list." Thus, it is possible to recognize identities involv~ng
arbitrarily complex expressions.
The polynomial functions w~re written under the belief that the
descriptor list feature would not be necessary when dealin~ with polynomials,
and that writing and understanding the code would be simpler without including
·the descriptor lists in the outputs of the polynomial functions. Belatedly, it
was recognized that this was a serious omission--that the usefulness· of the
identity-recognizing scheme is seriously impaired by not being able to recognize
special forms when they appear in polynomial expressions·. The changes which are
requi.redin the polynomial package. are, in essence, simple and straightforward.
However,'s~nce many changes are. required, this task has been postponed in .favor
of debugging the remainder of the simplify system and preparing this· report.

A set of programs exists. (complete with built~in bugs) which
translates identities into descriptor-instruction pairs; stores these pairs on
·the property lists'.of·the appropriate atoms, recognizes identities, and makes
the indicated substitutions.
The first of these functions, equiv(s), is given a list of listed
triplets, ("{ x x e r) . . • ). Th~ first ·element, xf,.of a triplet .specifies
f
.which of the atoms appearing in the second element, e, is to be regarded as
"free"--i.e. representing an arbitrary expression. Because of the difficulty
of recognizing identities increases much faster than the number of free
variables in the·' general form, we restrict ourselves to such. substitutions as
"f(x) is to be replaced by g(x)," but "f(x, y,. •.•• ,z) is to be r~placed by
g(x;y, •..• ,Z)" is outside the scope of our program. Thus, each triplet involves
only one free variable. The third e·lement, .r, of the triplet is an e:>cpression
which is to replace e whenever e occurs. More prec isely, e and r are forms·; .if,
for any S-expression, x, e(x) occurs in an expression being simplified, then
e(x) is to be replaced by r{x).
Equiv processes its list of triplets in the following manner:·
Step 1: The lowest level of the expression e is found,
and the descriptor-instruction pair which will
subsequently be generated will be stored on the
property list of the main connective of .the' first
sub-expression of e which occurs· on the lowest level.
This main connective need not be one of the
arithmetic operation atoms.
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Step 2: All variables (including the free variable, x , if
it occurs) which appear in the lowest-level
f
sub-expression found in step 1 are listed, and this list
becomes the first element of the descriptor-instruction
pair. The free variable is specially-marked so that it
will be recognized ~s free when the descriptor list is
used later by trigsimp. This list of variables is
listed.
Step 3: In working its way out of the recursion which took
it to the lowest-level sub~expression, equiv proceeds as
follows on each level except the last:
a) ·The main connective of the next-higher level
sub-expression, x f ' and the cdr of the nexthigher level sub-expression are listed.
b) This list becomes the last element of the lowest
level sublist of the partial descriptorinstruction list sent up from the previous level
of recursion of equiv--if that partial descriptorinstruction list contained more than just the list
of variables generated in step 1. Otherwise the
variable list is listed with the list generated in
part a of this step.
Step

4:

The final step in the generation of the descriptorinstruction pair is to form the list (RPLAC r) and ~o
place this list in the partial descriptor-instruction
list according to part b· of step 3.

Consider the examples:
1)

We wish to replace (EXPT I 2) by -1. I is a particular atom, not a free
variable. In this case, the first element of the triplet may be any atom,
say x. Equiv[((X (EXPT I 2) -1»] generates the descriptor-instruction
.list, which we denote .by di:
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
. Step 4:

2)

The lowest~level sub-expression is the expression itself:
(EXPT I 2).
di= (( I 2».
Since the lowest-level sub-expression is also the highestlevel sub-expression, step 3 is omitted.
df = (( I 2) (RPLAC -1». This list goes onto the property.
list of EXPT.

x».

We wish to replace (RECIP (TAN x» by (QUOTIENT (COS x) (SIN
This time
x is free. Equiv[((X (RECIP (TAN X»(QUOTIENT (COS X)(SIN x»)))l generates
di as follows:
Step
Step
Step
Step

1:
2:

3:
4:

The lowest- levelsub~expression is (TAN X).
di = ((x f
di = ((x f ) (RECIP x f ((TAN x»».
di = ((xf)(RECIP x f ((TAN x~»(RPLAC (QUOTIENT (COS x )
f list
(SIN x f » »), and th~s
goes onto the property list of TAN.

».
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The function trigsimp and its satellites perform the comparison of
expressions with the descriptors and make substitutions vlhen' called for. All
the work is done by trigsimp, and descmap is no longer needed; however the
equiv-trigsimp package represents only one possible use of the descriptor list
feature--the fact that these functions exist in punched card form is not to be
construed as a final connnitment to this particular scheme--therefore, descmap
has not been deleted from the simplify system.
When a simpfunction wants to prepare' an output expression whose car
is the name of the arithmetic operation corresponding to that simpfunctionTwhen
simplus wants to return ((PLUS x y . • . z), when simpminus wants to return
«MINUS x», etc.), then trigsimp[op;e] computes ,the value of the simpfunction.
Op is the 'name of the arithmetic operation corresponding to the simpfunction, and
e is a list of arguments of that operation. As the simplify system now stands,
trigsimp[opje] = list[cons[opje]]. The identity-recognizing trigsimp', nowever,
proceeds in the following manner:
Step'l: The descriptor lists from the previous level of
simplification are stored as fs.
Step 2: Fs is searched for an entry whose c'ar is op. If such
an entry is found, then the sublist of,fs which follows
that entry replaces fs, and control goes to step 3.
Otherwise, fs is set to NIL and control goes to Step 4.
Step 3: The selected entry from fs is one of the instruction
.lists generated by equiv, but with the second element,
xf, replaced by an expression: (op ae as is)., xf is
replaced by ae whenever xf occurs ·in as, and ~his new
list is compared, by compare, which will be described
below, ,with 'e. If the comparison yields a positive
result, then the program goes to step 5. Otherwise,
control returns to step 2.
Step 4: The descriptor-instruction pairs list from the
property list of op is searched for an entry whose ~
(the car of each descriptor-instruction pair is the
variable list constructed in step 2 of equiv) compares,
positively with e. If such a descriptor-instruction pair
is found, then is is set to the cadr of that pair (the
instruction list of the pa:ir), ae is set to the value of
compare, and the program g(I'!S to step '5. Otherwise,
trigsimp returns list[cons[upje]].
Step 5: If,is is of the fo~RPLAC r), then trigsimp
substitutes ae for x f wnenever xf occurs in r, simplifies
the result, and returns the output of simplify.
Otherwise, is has the form (Opl x f as' isl). In this
case, trig~imp returns ~[~[opje]jlist[op'jaejasl j~s·]].
In discussing compare[op;sl;s2], we consider two cases (var is a 'program
variable) :
I}

The flag COMMUTE appears on the property list of Ope
In this case, we have:
Step 1:

Set var to NIL.
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Step 2: If null [s.2J, then return null [ slJ;
Otherwise, "if null [ slJ, then:-If null[varJ, then return NIL;
Otherwise, return
car[simp]op;maplist[s2;A[[X]jlist[car[x]]]]j
-. IITL]J.
Step '3: If ~ [s).] .= x f ' then set var to T and sl to cdr [sl] ;
then go to step 2.
Step 4: If an expression appears in s2 which is arithmetically'
equivalent to car[sl], then delete that expression from s2,
set s2 equal to the new list thus obtainedj set sl to
cdr[sl], and go to step 2. If no such expression appears
in s2, then return NIL.
2)

The flag COMMUTE does not appear on the property list of Ope
Then:
Step 1: Set var to NIL.
Step 2: 'If null[sl], then:
If null[s2], then return T;
Otherwise, return NIL.
If null[s2], then return NIL.
Step 3: If car[sl] = xf' then:
If var = NIL, then set var "to car[s2] and
to to step 4.
Otherwise:
If car[s2] and var are arithmetically equivalent,
then go to step 4.
Otherwise, return NIL.
If car[sl]
x , then go to step 5.
Step 4: Set sl to car[sl]; set s2 to cdr[s2].
Step 9: If car[s~] and car[s2] are arithmetically equivalent,
then set sl to cdr[sl], set s2 to cdr[s2], and go to
step 2. Otherwise, return NIL.

f

61 and s2 are "arithmetically equivalent ll if and only if
~imp[DIFFERENCE;list[list[sl];list[s2]];NIL] = (0).
Thus, if op represents a commutative operation, then compare checks for
~et equality (that is, the order of the .elements is of no importance) between sl

and s2; and, if xi appears in sl, then compare returns the expressio~ that must
pe substituted for xf in order to obtain set equality, if such an expression exists.
Furthermore, if op represents a non-commutative operation, then compare checks for
equality of n-tuples; and, if xf appears in sl, then compare returns the "
expression (if it exists) which must replace xf in order to obtain n-tuple equality.
The descriptions of trigsimp and compare seem to leave quite ample
for confusion. Therefore, we offer the demonstratibnl ot their
operations':

opp~rtunity

We are dealing with a function, f, and wish to recognize that f(x,x+A) = x.
We inform the simplify system of this identTI¥ by calling equiv[«X (F X(PLUS X A»
X»], which places on the property list of PLUS the descriptor-instruction pair list:
«(x~ A)(F x (PLUS x f A»(RPLAC Xf»».
We shall watch the progress of·trigsimp
f
as tfie expression (PLUS (F B (PLUS'X A»(F(PLUS B C)(PLUS A B C») is si~plified.
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On the third level of simplification, while dealing with (F B (PLUS X
simplus calls trigsimp[PLUSj(X A)]:
.

A)),

Step 1: fs is set to NIL, since the next-lower level of
simplification produced no descriptor list.
Step 2~ fs = NIL, so go to step 4.
.
Step 3: The car of the only element of the descriptorinstruction pairs list on the property list of PLUS
is found by compare to be equal (in the s~t sense) to
(X A) if·x· is replaced by X; thus, is is set to
(F x (xf {PLUS xf A» (RPLAC Xf» and ae is set to X.
Step 5: f1S is not of the form (RPLAC r), so trigsimp
returns «PLUS X A) F·X (xf (PLUS Xf A»(RPLAC x f »,
and this is the value of slmplus.
On the next level of simplification, simp saves the descriptor list that
trigsimp.has just generated; the section of simp which handles expressions to
which none of the simpfunctions is applicable calls trigsimp[Fj(B (PLUS X A»]:
fs is set to «F X (xf (PLUS x f A»(RPLAC x f »).
Step 2: The car of the element of fs is F, so set fs to
cdr[fs] ::-in this case, NIL;
Step 1:

Step 3: Replace x by X in (x . (PLUS x A», yielding
(X (PLUS X A)~. Cbmpare[tj(x (PLut X A»j(B (PLUS X A»]
= NIL, so return to step 2.
Step 2:

fs is NIL, so go to

ste~

4.

Step 4: There is n·o descriptor-instructton pairs list on the
property list of F, so trigsimp returns «F B (PLUS X A»),
which is the value of simp.
Simpli,fy goes on noVl to the second term in the sum: .(F (PLUS B c)
(PLUS A B C)). On the second-lowest level of simplification, simplu8 calls
~rigsimp[PLUSj(A B C)]:
Step 1: No descriptor lists were generated on the atomic level
of simplification, so set fs to NIL.
Step 2:

fs

= NIL,

so go to step 4.

Step 4: The car of the only element of the descriptor-instruction
pairs list for PLUS is (xf A), so is is set to (F (x (PLUS x A»
f
f
(RPLAC x f », and compare[PLU~;(x A);(A B C)] is called.
.
Compare proceeds as follows (PLU~ has COMMUTE on its property
list) :
Step 1:

Set var to NIL.

Step 2:

~

Neither sl or s2 is NIL, so go on to the next .step.
Step 3: Car(sl) = x ; set var to T·, set sl to (A) ;
to t.o step 2. f
Step 2: . Go on to the next step.
Step 3:

Car(sl)

F xf '

so go on to the next
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step~

Step 4:
Step 2:
=

Set s2 to (B C);

set sl to NIL; go to step 2.

sl is NIL; return ~[simp[PLUSj((B)(C»jNIL))
(PLUS B C). .

Trigsimp sets ae to (PLUS B C).
Step

5:

is does not have the form (RPLAC r), so trigsimp
returns ((PLUS A B C) F'(PLUS B' c)(x f (PLUS x f A»
(RPLAC x ) ), and this is the value of simplus.
f

On the next level of simplification, simp saves the descriptor list
just generated by trigsimp. Since F is not represented by a simpfunction, simp
handles the expression (F (PLUS B C)( PLUS A B C» and calls trigsimp[Fj((PLUS B C}
(PLUS A B C»):
fs is set to ((F (PLUS B C)(xf (PLUS x f A» (RPLAC x f ) }).
Step 2: The' car of the element of fs is F, so set fs to cdr[fs]-in this case, NIL.
-Step 1:

Step 3: Replace x f by (PLUS B C) in (x f (PLUS x f A», producing
((PLUS B C)(PLUS B C A» (the substl function, which is
used by trigsimp to make this replacement, simplifies the
results--thus, the redundant PLUS is omitted from
(PLUS (PLUS B C) A). ) Compare[Fj[[PLUS B C)(PLUS B C A»j
(PLUS B C) (PLUS A B C»J is called, an~ returns T,so go
to step 5.
Step 5: is =
yielding
((PLUS B
value of

B

(RPLAC x r ), so substitute (PLUS
C) for x f in x f '
(PLUS B C). This is simplified, and the result,
C», is returned by trigsimp, and this is' the
simp.

Finally, 'on the top level of simplification, simplus calls
trigsimp[PLUSj((F B (PLUS X A» B C»). There are no descriptors left over from
lower-levels of simplification, and the second argument of trigsimp cannot be
made to match the ~)of the descriptor-instruction pair for PLUS, so trigsimp,
and, therefore, simplus and simplify, returns ((PLUS (F B (PLUS X, A») B C) ).•

Operators
Simplify has provlslon for applying three special operators -differentiation and two substitution operators--to its argument. The ~esponse
of simplify to an ,expression 1·1hich requires the use of one of these operators
is quite different from slm,~)~~ j.fy: s normal operation; for example, if
.
simplify[ (PLUS e e )] is called, then e and e are simplified and then simplus
l
l 2
2
is called; however, if simplify[(DIFF X e)] is executed, the function
.
diffl[ (X e)] is immediately called, before simplification of X and e'. This. is
the reason for our dist~nction betvleen operations and operators.
,
We shall first consider the differentiation operator.: suppose that
simplify[(DIFF X e)] is executed. Simplify finds that the indicator OPERATOR
appears on the property list of DIFF, and that DIFFl follows the' indicator, so
simplify calls diffl[(X e)]. Diffl simply calls diff[X;car[simplify[e]]].
Diff[X;e] performs a straightforvlard differentiation:
-If e is atomic, then diff returns 1 or 0, according as e is or is
not eq to x.
-If e is a sum, then diff differentiates each term with respect to
X and returns the sum of the differentiated terms. .
If e is a product, then diff differentiates each factor with
respect to X and returns the appropriate sum of products.
If carle] is an atom other than PLUS or TIMES, then diff retches
frqm the property list of carre] a list which describ'es the
form that the differentiated expression must have (this list is
stored after the indicator GRADIENT). This list contains a list
of variables in the general form (of which e is a special case)
and each of the terms which must be summed in order to obtain
the differentiated expression (one term for each variable). For
example, the list stored on the property list of QUO'rIENT after
the indicator GRADIENT is:
((U V) (QUOTIENT V (EXPT V 2)) (QUOTIENT U (EXPT V 2)))
or
((U V) (RECIP V) (QUOTIENT U (EXP'r V 2))). (If the
indicator GRADIENT does not appear on the property list of .
carle], then diff calls error.) If the number of arguments
of carle] (that is, the length of cdr[e]) disagrees with the
number of argu~ents in the general form, then error is
called. . Othervlise, diff substitutes the expressions in
cdrle] for the corresponding variables in the general form,
differentiates each expression of cdrle], with respect /
'
to X, multiplies each expression in the cdr of the general
form by the expression resulting from differentiating the
corresponding element of cdr[e], and returns the simplified
sum of these products. Thus, diff does exactly what people
do when differentiating.
If,car[e] is not an atom, then it is evaluated and its value applied
~o cdrle]. Thus, it is possible to use compound
differential operators.,
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The substitution operators are called whe~ simplify sees SUBST or
SUBLIS as the main connective of the' input expression. The only difference
between the effects of these operators and the effects of the LISP functions
with'the same names is that the operators call simplify at appropriate times-so that the outputs of. the substitution oper'ators are in simplified ,form.
In effect, sim Ii [(SUBST x Ye») (the Y must be 'atomic) is
equivalent to simplify subst x;Y;e)); i.e. all occurrences of Y in e are
replaced by x and the result ~s simplified. The actual operation. of the
substitution operators 'is not quite so straightforward,. however, as an attempt
is made to minimize the amount ,of simplifying that must be done by simplifying
some expressions at,intermediate stages of the substitution process.
.
.
Simplify[(SUBLIS '«!l ~)(Y~ x 2 ) • • • (Yn x » e») is equivalent to
s1mp11fy[(SUBST xl Yl (SUBST x 2 Yf ( • • · (SUBST xn ~ e) • • ." »»).
The set of,oper~tors is by no means restricted to those we have
discussed. To illustrat,e the ease with which new operators maybe added to the
system, we propose a print operator which will cause the expression resulting
fl,'om simplification . of the expression immediately following the atom PRINT' in
th~ input ,to simplify to be printed out; but which has no other effect on the
operation of the system.
We define: printoprs) = print[simplify[car[s)).]. The linkage to the
simplify system is accomplished by merely executing deflist[ «PRINT PRINTOF
OP~TOR). With thes~ additions to the system~ we have that
"
simplify[ (PLUS A (EXPT (PRINT (EXPT A 2) 3» 2») not only causes the'
s.implified expression, «~LUS A (EXPT A. 12»)., to be generated, but. also causes
the intermed~ate result (EXPT A 6) to be printed as soon as it is generated.

»;

A user ofthe.system who is well-acquainted with his.prqblem might
wish to turn on and off;the recipmode" factor, expand, polyremainder~ and store
featur,es by means of op~rator ,calls inserted judiciously into his input
expression.
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In retrospect (with some thoughts for the future)

r"

..

We have seen many examples of simplify' s capabilities. We have,
however, restricted our attention to the right things that the system does.
We consider now some of the wrong (or, at least queBtionable) things that can'
occur.
Although the program is able to collect common symbolic factors from
a sum of products, it cannot collect common numeric factors. In particular,.
forms such as (PLUS (MINUS e l ) (MINUS e )) appear disturbingly often in the
output of simplify. as factors in products. This particular example might be
simplified by causing collect2, when called. by ~implus , to' minimize the number
cbf "negative," terms in the output sUm by negating each term and sending a
message to simplus indicating that the sum shOuLd. be ·negated. The general case,
(PLUS (TIMES n el)(TIMES n e2) ••• ), might be handled' by simply keeping track
of.the numeric factors occurring in the terms of the sum. If all. terms have the
same numeric factor, then take it outside the sum •• A variation of this approach
would allow minimizing the number of terms in the output expression which contain
numeric factorsj thus, simplify[ (PLUS (TIMES 4 A) (TIMES 4 B) C) l = «TIMES 4 .
(PLUS A :e (TIMES 0.25 C»».
.
If the factor list is non-null, then polyquotient will always succeed
in rewriting its arguments as polynomials. The results are sometimes
unsatisfying. For example, 'if the factor list contains· X, then·
simplify[(P~US A (RECIP X»] = «TIMES (POLY·X A)(RECIP (POLY X I 0»», rather
than (TIMES (PLUS A X) (RECIP X»), which might be con.sidered a simpler form.
This d{fficulty may be avoided by having simplus call simpquotient, ·i~stead of
polyquotient, when quotients must be simplified by simplus (see simplusreturnal).
'The polyquotient function (and its satellites) was carefully written
without the use of reverse. A result of'this economy is that trailing zeroes
common to both numerator and denominator. are not, in general, cancelled. Thus,
polyquotient[(POLY X I O)j(POLY X I 0 0)] = (TIMES (POLY X I O)(RECIP (POLY X I 0 0»);
·not (RECIP (POLY X I 0», as might be expected. A straightforward (but b'rute force)
modi.ficatiqn would correct this situation; .however , considerable reworkingo~
polyquotient is necessary in order to achieve the desired result with minimum decrease
in speed.
.
These examples emphasize the fact that the current program is not to be
considered a finished product. It is the first 'draft--the next version will
probably be written in LISP 2.
There is some doubt about the efficiency of using special routines to
handle polynomials. It appears likely that all arithmetic (except, perhaps,
. division) w~ll be done by the main simplify program in the next version of. the
system. ~t any rate, the polynomial programs should be less independent of the
main simplify package if maximum economy is to be attained.
The problem of recognizing identities leads to the thought of using a
(or syntax compiler) scheme for simplification. Then identities
would no longer be special cases. However, the' difficulties.presen~ed by the
associative and commutative operations case this scheme in a somewhat unfavorable
light.
table~lookup
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Hash coding for simplified expressions may b.e a feature of the next
generation of simplify. There is no doubt that a large proportion of the time
spe'nt simplifying is devoted to repeating simplifications already done.
'
.Perhaps we at.Stanford are too involved with this particular
simplify scheme to be able to view it without bias. Therefore, criticisms of
this paper or of the program and suggestions for the ?ew simplifY.program will
be gratefully received.
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APPENDIX A
~E~1ARK

SET

SIf\1PLIFY
SIMPLIFY

SYSTEr/~ OF 17 DECE,,1BER
~IMPLIFY THROUGH

1963
SIMPQUOTIENT

SPEAK NIL
LAP «
(ALIST SUBR 0)
(CLA $ALIST)
(TRA 1 4)
) NIL)
COMMON«COLF RECIPMODE»
SPECIAL«FL AL COLI~T TM N RSAV PSAV MM VSAV OP INVOP COL OPF
KN L LO U E R I~:Dl' IND2 NUFL»
SPECIAL,«Ll»)
SPECIAL( (X),
( LAM BDA

(X)

(C 0 Mr: I LE (D EFIN EX) ) ) ( (

(SIMP,LIFY (LAMBDA (X) (CC'JD
( ( AT) M X) (S I ;,~ f' AT() M X»
( ( AND (A TOM ( CAR ). » ( F LAG P (C AR X) ( QUO TEO PER ATOR) ) )
(APPLY (GET (CAR X) (QUOTE OPERATOR»
(LIST (CDR X»
(ALIST»)
(T (SIMP (CAR X) (MAPLIST (CDR X) (FU,~CTiON
(LAMBDA (J) (SIMPLIFY (CAR J»)
»
(LIST X»,

,

) )

(SIMP (LAMBDA (OP LA OX) (PROG (FL AL R)
(SETQ'FL NIL)
(SETQ AL· NIL)
(SIMP1 LA)
(SETa R (APPLY (CJND
«ATOM O~) (CAR (PROP OP (QUOTE FSIMP)
(FUNCT10N (LAMBDA NIL (LIST
(FUNCTION (LAMBDA (X)(TRIGSIMP OP X»)
) ) )

) ) )

(T (FUNCTION (LA~BDA (X)(CONS (CONS OP X) NIL»»
) (LIST ALl (ALIST»)
(SETQ R' (DESCMAP R NIL NIL»)
(RETURN (COND
.
«EQUAL (CAR R) (CAR OX» (CONS (CAR OX) (CDR R»)

, ,

,(T

R)

)

) )

Al

(DESCMAP (LAMBDA (L INDI IND2)(PROG (NUFL R)
(SETO NUFL NIL)
(iv1AP FL (FUNCTION (LAr"'SDA L.I) «(OND
( ( Ea «( AAR J) (a U0 TE FUN C 1 ION ) )
(LAMBDA (X) (SETQ R «(GND
( ( NUL LX) L) (T X)
°

) ) )

.

(APPLY (CADAR J)(COND
«NULL (CD9AR J»(LIST L»
(T (LIST L «(ADDAR J»)
)(ALIST»
} )

«OR INDI IND2)(CONS (CAR J) NUFL»
(T t\JIL)
) ) ) )

(SETa FL NUFL)
(RETURN (COND (R R}(T L»)
) } )

(SIMPI (LAMBDA eL) «(ONC
«NULL L) NIL)
(T (PROG NIL
(SP-1Pl «(DR L»
(SETa FL (APPEN[ (CDAR L) FL»
(SETa AL (CONS (CAAR L) AL»
( RET URN ~l I L )
} )

) ) )

(SIMPCAtL (LAMB( A (NAME L)(PROG (FL)
(SETQ FL NIL)
(RETURN (APPLY NAME (CONS L NIL) (ALIST»)
) ) )

(SIMPATOM (LAMBDA (A)(COND
«NUMBERP A)(CCNS A NIL»
(T «LAMBDA (X)(COND
«EQ (CAAR X)(QUOTE RPLAC»(CDAR X»
(T (CONS A X,)
»(GET A (QUOTE VSIMP»»
.) ) )

A2

(SIMPLUS (LAMBDA (L)(PROG eN TM'COLIST VSAV U PSAV RSAV)
(rOND «INN (QUOTE UNDEFI~ED) L)(RETURN
(CONS (CONS (QUOTE UNDEFINED)(CONS (QUOTE PLUS) L»
NIL)
) ) )

(SETQ RSAV NIL)
(SET) PSAV 0)
(SETQ VSAV NIL)
(SETQ N 0)
(SETQ 1M NIL)
(COLI ECTOR L (,QUOTE PLUS) (QUOTE MINUS)(QUOTE TIMES)(QUOTE PLUS)
(FUNCTION (LAMBDA (X OP DUM INVOP ~OL OPF CaLF MM)
«LAMBDA (Z)
(SIMPLUSI (CONS (CAR Z)
(SIMPLUS3 (SIMPLUS2 (CADR Z)
(GET (QUOTE FACTOR) (QUOTE COLFLAG»
)(LIST NIL (CDR Z))
) )

) (SIMPLUSPRtME (CDR X)'

)

) )

)

(RETURN (SIMPLUSRETURNA (DESCMAP TM

~IL

T»)

) ) )

(SIMPL JSRETURNA (LAMBDA (X)(PROG ()
'(SET~ COLI~T NIL)
(SETQ TM «(OLLECT2 x NIL (OLOTE TIMES) 0»
(COND «NOT (ZEROP N»
(SETQ TM (CONS N TM»»
(SETQ 1M (SIMPLUSRETURN»
(COND (RSAV (SETQ RSAV (CAR (SIMPCALL (QUOTE SIMPTIMES) RSAV»»)
(RETURN (COND
«EQUAL PSAV O)(SIMPLUSRETURNAI (CAR TM) RSAV»
(T (SIMPLUSRETU~NAI (POLYPLUS (COND
(RSAV (POLYTIMES PSAV RSAV»(T PSAV)
)(CAR 1M» RSAV~)
) )
) ) )

(SIMPLUSRETURNAI (LAMBDA ex Y)(PROG (U)
(COND «NULL Y)(RETURN (CONS x (CDR TM) )1»
(SETQ U (GET (QUOTE SIMPLIFY) (QUOTE REMAINDER»)
(POLYREMAINDER NIL)
(SETQ RSAV (P(LYQuOTIENT X Y,>
( POL YREMA I NDEF. U)
( RET URN (C 0 NS RSAV (C 0 R. T~" >)
) ) )
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(SIMPLUSRETURN (LAMBDA () «(OND
( (N ULL T(\'1) ( CON SON I L ) )
«NULL (CDR TM) > (CONS (CAR Tto" NIL»
(RSAV (SIMPCALL (aUOTE SIMPLUS) TM»
(T (T RIG S It.., P ( Q LOT E ? L US) Tjv~) )
) ) )

(SIMPLUSPRIME (LAMB~A (Y) «(OND
( ( NU~1 BE RP (C AR Y») (C 0 N5 (T 11'-1 ES 1>1 M (C AR Y»
(T (CONS ,..}~ Y» ,
)t)
(SIM~LUSI (LhMBDA (Y)(COND
«(NULL (CADR'Y»(COLLECT
(CAR (SIMPTIIvlESl (CADDR Y») (CAR Y) TM

(C DRY ) ) )

) )

(T (COLLECT (SIMPLUS4 (CADR Y»
(SIMPLUS4 (CONS (CAR Y)(CADDR YJ»

TM

) )
) ) )

(SIMPLUS2 (LAM8D~ (X Y)(COND
«NUl.L Y) NIL)
( ( I f\' N (C AR Y)

(T

)

,. )

(SI~PLUS2

X)

(C AR Y)

X (CDR Y»

>

>

(SIMPLUS3' (LAMBDA (X Y) (COND
«NULL X) Y)
( (NULL (CADR Y» Y)
« INN'X (CAADR Y» «LAMBDA (X Y) (LIST (CONS X (CAR Y»
(CAADR Y){SIMPLUS3 X (LIST NIL (CDADR V»~)
) )

(T Y)
) ) )

(SIMPl JS4 (LAMBDA (X)(COND
«NULL (CDR X» (CAR X»
(T (CONS (QUOTE TIMES) X»
) ) )
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(CADR Y»)

(SIMPMINUS (LAMBDA (L)(COND
«INN (QUOTE UNDEFINED) L)
(CONS (CONS (QUJTE UNDEFINED)

(CONS (QUOTE MINUS) L»

NIL)

)

( ( NUMBERP (C AR L»
( CON S (t-1 I NUS ( CAR L»
NIL»
( ( EQ (C AAR L) ( QIJ aTE t-1 I NUS»
( CON S (C ADflo R L) NIL»
{(EQ (CAAR L)(QUOTE POLY»
(CONS (CONS (QUOTE POLY)(CONS (CADAR L)
(MAPLIST (CDDAR L)(FUNCTION (LAMBDA (X)
(cAR (SIMPMINUS (CONS (CAR X) NIL»)
) ) )

»

NIL)

)

(T (TRIGSIMP (QUarE MINUS) L»
) ) )

(S I MPD I FFERENCE (LAr..BDA (L) «(aND
«INN (QUOTE UNDEFINED) L)
(CONS (CONS (QUOTE UNDEFINED) (CONS (QUOTE DIFFERENCE) L»
)

(T (SIMP (QUarE PLUS)CLIST (CONS (CAR L) NIL)
(SIMPMI~uS (CDR L»
) NIL»
) ) )
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NIL)

( LA r:a DA (L) (P R0 G (N Tf'-1 COL 1ST V SA V UPS AV RS AV)
(COND «INN (QUOTE UNDEFINED) L)(RETURN
«()NS (CONS· (QUOTE UNDEFINED) (CONS (QUOTE TIMES) L»
NIL)

· (5 IMP TIM E S

) ) )

(SETQ RSAV NIL)
'( SETQ PSAV 1)
(SETn COLIST (GET (QUOTE FACTOR) (QUOTE COLFLAG»)
(SET:J VSAV NIL)
(SETQ
1)
(SETQ TM NIL)
(COLLECTOR L (QUOTE TIMES) (QUOTE RECIP)(QUOTE EXPT) (QUOTE TIMES)
(FUNCT ION (LAMBDA (X OP DLIM I NVOP COL OPF CaLF MM) (COND
«EQ (CAADR X) (QUOTE· RECIP» (
(LAMBDA (P)(COLLECT (CADADR X)
(COND
«NUMBERP P)(MINUS (TIMES P MM»)
(T (CAR (SIMPTIMES (LIST (MINUS MM) P»»
t-..l

)

TM
) )

(CADDR X)
) )

(T (COLLECT (CADR X)(COND
«ONEP MM)(CADDR Xl)
(T (CAR (SIMPCALL (QUOTE SIMPMINUS) (CDDR X»»
) TM»
)
) )

)

(SETQ TM (SIMPTIMESRETURN (COLLECT2
(DESCMAP TM T T) NIL (QUOTE EXPT) 1
) ) )

(COND (RSAV (SETQ RSAV (CAR (SIMPCALL (QUOTE SIMPTIMES> RSAV»»)
(SETQ TM (COND
«EQUAL PSAV 1) (SIMPLUSRETURNAI (CAR TM) RSAV»
(T (SIMPLUSRETURNA1 (POLYTIMES PSAV (CAR TM»
RSAV»
) )

(RETURN TM)
) ) )

CSIMPTIMESRETURN (LAMBDA (TM) (COND
«ZEROP N) (CONS 0 NIL» .
«NULL TM)(CONS \~ NIL)
«MINUSP N)(COND
«EQUAL N -l)(SIMPMINUS (SIMPTIMESl TM»
)
(T (SIMPMINUS (TRIGSIMP (QUOTE TIMES)(CONS
) )

«ONEP N) (SI~'PTIMESI TM»
(T (SIMPTIMESI (CONS N TM»)
) ) )
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(MI~JS

N) TM»»

(SIMPTIMESI (LAMBDA (X){COND
«NUll (CDR X) )(CeNS C:AR X) NIL»
(T (TRIGSIMP (~UOTE TIMES) X»
) ) )

(SIMPRECIP (LAMBDA (l) (COND
«POlYZERt (CAR l»
.
(CONS {lIST (QUOTE UNDEFINED) (QUOTE RECIP) 0) NIL)
)

«INN (QUOTE'UNDEFINED) L)
(CONS (CONS (QUOTE UNDEFINED) (CONS (QUOTE RECIP) L»

NIL)

)

(CAr. L»
(CONS (RECIP (PLUS (CAR L) 0.0» NIL»
«(EQ (CAAR L) (QUOTE RECIP»
(CONS (CADAR L) NIL»
«:Q (CAAR t,(QlIOTE EXPT) )(COND
( R ECI PM a [ ,E (T F I:; S Ir~ P (Q UaTE REC I P) L»
(T (SI~1P (QUOTE EXPT) ,
(LIST «(eNS «(ADAR l) NIL) (SIMP.lINUS (CDDAR L»)
«NU~'1BERP

,

)

) )

«EQ (CAAR L)(CUOTE MINUS» (SIMP (QUOTE MINUS)
(LIST (SIMPRE.(IP (CDAR L») NIL
) )

(T (TRIGSIMP (QUOTE RECIP) l»
) )' )

(SIMPQUOTIENT (LAMBjA (Ll «(aND
«EQUAL «(ADR L) 0)
(CONS (CONS (QUOTE UNDEFINED) (CONS (QUOTE QUOTIENT) L»
)
(T

(P ROG (U V)
(COND «NOT (OR
(GET (aUOTE FACTOR) (QUOTE COLFLAG»
CcQ (CAAR L)(QUOTE POLY»
(~Q (CAADR L) (QUOTE POL~»
»(RETURN (SIMP eQUOTE TIMES) (LIST (CONS (CAR L) NIL)
(SIMPRECIP (CDR L»
) NIL»»
(SETO U (GET (QUOTE SIMPLIFY) (QUOTE REMAINDER»)
(POLYREMAINDER NIL)
(SETQ V (POLY(UOTI~NT (CAR L)(CADR L»)
(POL YREMA I t"DER U)
(RETURN (CONS V NIL»

) )
) ) )
) )

STOP»

)
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NIL)

SET
SIMPLIFY II -- SIMPEXPT THROUGH TRIGSIMP (AND SET-UP)
(LAMBDA (X)(COMPILE (DEFINE ~»)«
(SIMPEXPT (LAMBDA (L)(COND
«INN (QUOTE UNDEFINED) L)(CONS
(LIST (QUOTE UNDEFINED) (QUOTE EXPT)(CAR L)(CADR L»
NIL) )
( ( AND (E Q (C AAR L) (Q U0 TE: T If,. E S ) )
(EXPANSION (CAR L)(GET (QUOTE SIMPLIFY)(QUOTE EXPAND»)
)(SIMP (QUOTE TIMES)(MAPLIST (CDAR L)
(FUNCTION (LAMBDA (X)(SIMPEXPT (LIST (CAR X)(CADR L»»)
) NIL»
«EQ (CAAR L)(QUOTE EXPT) )(SI~P (QUOTE EXPT) (LIST
(CONS (CADAR L) NIL) (SIMPTIMES (LIST
(CADDAR L)'CADR L)
) )

) NIL»
«AND (EQ (CAAR L)(QUOTE RECIP»(NOT RECIPMODE»
(SIMP (tUOTE EXPT)(LIST (CONS (CADAR L) NIL)
(SIMPMTNUS (CDR L»
) NIL)
)

«AND (EQ «(AADR L)(QUOTE MINUS» RECIPMODE)
( S B-1 P (Q U0 Tr REC I P) (S If..., P (Q U0 TEE XP T ) ( LIS T
(CONS (CAGAR L) NIL)(SIMPMINUS (CDR L»
) NIL) NIL)
)

«EQUAL (CAR L) O)(:ONS «(OND
«EQUAL (CADR L) 0)
(LIST (QUOTE UNDEFINED) (QUOTE EXPT) 0 0)
(T

0)

) NIL»
«EQUAL (CAR L) l)(CONS 1 NIL»
«NUMBERP (CADR L»(COND
«ZEROP (CADR L»(CONS 1 NIL»
«ONEP (CADR L»(CONS «(A~ L) NIL»
«NUMBERP (CAR L»(CONS (EXPT (CAR L)(CADR L»
«(AND (MINUSP (:ADR L». RECIPMODE)
(SIMP (QUOTE RECIP) (LIST (SIMPEXPT (LIST
(CAR L)(MINUS (CADR L»
» ) NIL)

NIL»

)

«AND (FIXP'(CADR L»(GREATERP (CADR L) ()
(OR (EQ (CAAR L)(QUOTE POLY»(EQ (CAAR L)(QUOTE PLUS»)
(EXPANSION (CAR L)(GET (QUOTE SIMPLiFY)(QUOTE EXPAND»)
)(CONS (POLYTIMES (CAR L)(CAR (SIMPEXPT (LIST (CAR LJ
(SUBl (CADR L»
»» NIL»
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«AND (FIXf' (CAl ~ L» (EQ (CAAR L) (QUOTE MINUS») (COND
«ZEROP (REMAINDER (CADR L) 2»
(SIMPEXPT (cONS (CADAR
L)(CDR
L»)
.
.

,

(T (SIMP (QUOTE MINUS)(LIST (SIMPEXPT (CONS
(CADAR L'(CDR L)
») NIL»
) )

(T (TRIGSIMP (QUOTE EXPT) L»
) )

) )

,(T

(TRIGSIMP (QUOTE EXPT) L»

(COLLECTOR (LAMBDA (L OP INVOP COL OPF COLF) (COLLECTORI L I)')
(COLLECTORI (LAMBDA (L MM)(COND
«NULL L) NIL)
(T C"ROG2 (COLLECTORIA L) (COLLECTOR! (CnR L) MM»)
) ) )

(LAMBDA (L)(COND
C(NUMBERP (CAR L})
(SETQ N (EVAL (LIST OPF (TIMES N MM)(CAR L»

(CO~LECTORlA

NIL»

)

«ATOM (CAR L»(COLLECT (CAR L) MM TM»
«EQ (CAAR L) OP)(COLL~CTOR! (CDAR L) MM»
(CEQ (CAAR L) JNVOP)(COLLECTORl (CDAR L)(MINUS MM),)
«EQ (CAAR L) COL)
(COLF (CAR L) OP (QUOTE DUM) INVOP COL OPF COLF MM)
)

«EQ (C~,AR L)(QuOTE MINUS»(PROG2
(SETQ N (MINUS N»
(COLLECTOR! (CDAR L) MM)
) )

(T (COLLECT (CAR L) MM TM»
) ) )

(COLLECT (LAMBDA (E KN L)(:OND
( ( AN) (E QUA L I.( (' 1) ( EQ (C ARE) 0 P ) ) ( c: 0 LLECTOR 1 (C 0 R E) MM»
(T (COLLECTl L»
.) ) )
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(COLLECTl (LAMBDA fLfCCOND
«(NULL L)(SETQ TM (CONS (LIST E KN) TM»)
«MEQUAL E (CAAf L) )(RPLACD (CAR L)(FPLUS KN (CDAR L»»
«AND (~.UM8ERP KN) (FIXP K"~) (EQ OP (QUOTE 'TIMES»
{NEGr-:QUAL E «(AAR L»
) (PROG2
«(OND
«ZEROP (REMAINDER KN 2» NIL)
(T (SETQ N (MINUS N»)
)

(RPLACD (CAR L) (FPLUS KN (CDAR 'L) ) )
) )

(T «(OLLECTl

(C~R

L»)

) ) )
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,

«(()LLE(T2 (LAMS[,A (LI LO OP I)
«NULL LI)(APPEND VSAV.LO»
(T

(:OL L EC T 2 (C DR L I)

«(OND

(

(LAMBDA (X) (COND
(EQUAL X I) LO)
«EQ (CAR X)(QUOTE DONTCOLLECT2THIS»(CDR X»
«AND (EQ (CAR X) (QUOTE POLY»(EQ OP (QUOTE TIMES»)(PROG2
(SETQ PSAV (POLYPLUS PSAV (COND
(RSAV (POLYTIMES RSAV X»
(T X)
) ) )

LO
) )

«EQ (CAR X)(QUOTE POLY» (PROG2
(SETQ PSAV (POLYTIMES PSAV X»

LO

) )

«AND CEQ (CAR X) (QUOTE PLUS»(EQ OP (QUOTE EXPT»
(EXPANSION X (GET (QUOTE SIMPLIFY)(QUOTE EXPAND»)
) (PROG2
(SETQ PSAV (POLYTIMES PSAV X»
LO
) )

«AND (EQ (CAR X)(QUOTE MINUS»(EQ (CAADR X)(QUOTE PLUS»
(EO OP (QUOTE EXPT»
CEXPANSrCN X (GET (QUOTE SIMPLIFY) (QUOTE EXPAND»)
) (PROG2
(SETO PSAV (CAR (SIMPMINUS (POLYTIMES PSAV X),»
LO
) )

«AND (EQ (CAR X)(QUOTE RECIP»(EC OP (QUOTE EXPT»)
(PROG2
(SETQ RSAV (CONS (~ADR X) RSAV) J
LO
)

(T (PROG2
(SETO COLIST (COLLECT3 X COLIST})
U
) )
) )

(COLLECT2PRIME (SIMPCALL (QUOTE
) OP I »

SIMPLUS)(~DAR

) ) )

All

LI»)

.

(CJLLE(T2PRIME (LAMBDA (XX)(COND
«AND (EO (CAAAR LI)(QUOTE RECIP»(EO OP eQUOTE TIMES»)
{EXPANSIrN (CADAAR LI)(GET (QUOTE SIMPLIFY)(QUOTE EXPAND»)
)(CONS (QUOTE DONTCOLLECT2THIS)(CON~ (COND
CRSAV (CAR (SIMPTIMES (CONS
(CAR XX) (CDR (SET0 RSAV (CONS (CADAAR LI) RSAV»)
) ) ) )

CT CPROG2 (SETQ RSAV (CONS (CADAAR LI) RSAV»
) (PROG2
(SETQ PSAV (POLYTIMES PSAV (CADAAR LI»)
CMAPLIST LO (FUNCTION (LAMBDA (X)
(CAR (SI~PCALL (QUOTE SIMPTI~ES)(LIST
(CAR X) (CADAAR LI)

(CAR XX)

,, ,
«(OLLECT2PRIMEI
) )

) )

) )

(T

)

«(OND
( CEQUAL 1 C(/l.R XX» (CAAR L I ) )
(T (PROG (U V)
(SETQ U (GET (QUOTE SIMPLIFY)(QUOTE EXPAND»)
(COND «EQ OP CQUCTE TIMES»(r.XPAND NIL»)
(SETQ V {CAR (SIMPCALL (GET OP (QUOTE FSIMP»
(LIST (tAAR LI) (CAR XX»
) ) )

(EXPAND U)
(RETURN V)
} )
) } )

) ) )

(COLLECT2PRIMEI (LAMBDA (YY).(COND
«AND RSAV (EQ OP (QUOTE TIMES»)
(CAR (SIMP(ALL (QUOTE SIMPTIMES)«(ONS YY RSAV»)
)

(T YY)
) ) )

(COLLECT3 (LAMBDA (X Y) (COND
(NULL·Y)(PROG2 (SETQ U (CONS X LO»
( ( INri «( AR Y) X) ( PRO G ()
«(JND «CDR Y)(PROG2
(SETQ U (ArPEND VSAV LO»
(SETQ VSAV NIL)

,JILl)

) ) )

(SETQ VSAV «(ONS X VSAV»
(RETURN (LIST (CAR Y»)
) )

,

(T (CONS (CAR Y)(:OLLECT3 X (CDR Y)

»)

) )
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»

(MEQUAL (LA~.RDA (LA LB) (COND
({ATOM LA) (EQUAL LA LB»
{(EQUAL (CAR LA) (CAR LB»
(COND
{{AND (ATOM (CAR LA»
(FLAGP (CAR LA)
(MEQUAL2 (CDR LA) (CDR LB»)
(T '( M E QUA L 1 (C 0 R LA) ( CDR LB ) ) )

(QUOTE COMMUTE»)

) )

,

(T

)

F)

)

(MEQUALl (LAMBDA (LA LB) (COND
({ATOM LA) (EQCAL LA LB»
(T ( II NO Ctv1 EQUA L (C AR LA) ( l AR L B »

( ME QUA L 1

(C DR L,l)

(C DR L B ) ) ) )

) ) )

(MfQUAL2 {LAMBDA (LA LB) (COND
«ATOH LA) (EQUAL LA LB»
( (~EQUAL3 (CAR LA) LB) CfvlEQlIAL2 (CDR LA) (MEQUAL4 (CAR LA) LB»)
(T F)
) ) )

{MFOUAL3 {LAMBDA (E S)
({ATO~

,

S)

(COND

F)

{ (MEQUAL E (CAR 5»
T)
{T (MEOUAL3 E (CDR S»)

) )

CMEQUAL4 (LAMBDA (E S) (COND
{(NULL S) NIL)
{CMEQUAL E (CAR S1) (CDR S»
{T (CONS (CAR S) CMEQUAL4 E (CDR S»»
) ) )

(ISFQUAL (LAMBDA (X] X2)(OR
( f'.1 EQUA LXI X2 )
(POLYZERO {CAR {SIMPCALL (QUOTE SIMPDIFFERENCE)(LIST Xl X2»»
) ) )

(INEQUAL (LAMBDA (Xl X2)(COND
«EQ OP (tUOTE PLUS»(NEGEQUAL Xl X2»
«EQ OP (QrJOTE TIMES» (RECEQUAL Xl X2»
(T F)
) ) )

CLAMBrA (Xl X2) (EQUAL 1 «LAMBDA (X)(COND
«EQ (CAR ~) (uUOTE POLY»(CDDR X»(T X)
)")(CAR (SIMPCALL (QUOTE SI~PTIMES)(LIST Xl X2») »)
(R~CEQUAL
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(LAMBDA (Tl T2)
(POLYZERO (CAR (SI~PCALL (QUOTE SIMPLUS)(LIST Tl T2»»

(N~GEQU\L
) )

(DFLETEl (LAMBDA (E S) {CONe
«NULL S) NIL)
(CC ~ S»
( (EQUAL E (CAR S»
(T (CONS (CA.R [.) (DELETEl E (CDR S»»
) ) )

(FPLUS (LAMPDA (Nl t2)(COND
«AND (NU~.BERP ~:l)(NU~':BERP (CAR N2»)(CONS (PLUS Nl (CAR N2»
(T (CONS Nl N2»
) ) )

(FLAGP (LAf'.1BDA (A P) (COND
«NULL A) F)
«EQ (CAR A) P) T)
(T (FLAGP (CDR A) P»
) ) )

( INN (LAMBDA' (X L) (OR
(EQUAL X L)
(AND (NOT (ATOM L»
(eR (INN x (CAR·L»(INN x (CDR L»)
)
) ) )

(POLYZERO (LAMBDA (Y)(CO~D
«OR (NULL Y)(AND (NUMBERP ¥)(ZEROP Y») T)
«ATOM Y) F)
«EQ (CAR Y)(QUOT: POLY»(POLYZERO (CDDR V»~)
(T (AND (POLYZERO (CAR Y» (POLYZERO (CDR V»~»~
) ) )

(FACTOR (LAMBDA (Y)(DEFLIST (LIST (LIST
(QUOTE FACTOR)
(CON)
( (A TOM Y) NIL)
(T

Y)

)
»(QUOT~

COLFLAG»»

(EXPAND (LAMADA (X)CSIMPFLAG X (QUOTE EXPAND»»
(POLYREMAINDER CLAM[DA (X)(SIMPFLAG X (QUOTE REMAINDER»»
(POLY (LAMBDA

(X)

(SIMPFLAG X (QUOTE POLYNOMIAL»»
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NIL})

(SIMPFLAG .(LAMBDA (X Y) (DEFLIST (LIST (LIST
CQUOTE SIMPLIFY)
(COND
(CEQ X (QUOTE YESlJ1QUOTE ALL»
«EQ X (QUOTE N1t) NIL)
(T X)
)

»

Y»)

(RECIPMODE (LAMBDA (X)(CSETQ RECIPMODE (EQ X (QUOTE R»»)
(TRIGSIMP (LAMBDA (OP L)(CONS (CONS OP L) NIL))

,
RECLAIM NIL
)

FACTORCNIL)
DEFLIST «
(PLUS SIMPLUS)
(MINUS SIMPMINUS)
(DIFFERENCE SIMPDIFFERENCE)
(TIMES SIMPTIMES)
~RECIP

SIMP~ECIP)

(QUOTIENT SI~PQUOTIENT)
(EXPT SIMPEXPT).
(POLY SIMPOLY)
)FSIMP)
FLAG «PLUS TIMrS )COMMUTE
RECIPMODE(R'
SPEAK NIL
UNSPECIAL«FL Al COl.IST TM N RSAV PSAV MM VSAV OP INVOP COL OPF
KN L LO U E h INDl IND2 NUFL»
UNSPEC I AL ( (L I , )
UNSPECIAL( (X)'
UNCOMMON«COLF RECIPMODE»
STOP» » » » » » » .» ), » » ), » » » .»
»
» » »)
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SET
POLYNOMIAL PACKAGE
SPEC I AL ( (CHECK l.! E )( R S SIGNAL LDCOF HARRAY COUNT V ZZZ YY'!)' .
SPECIAl«(Z"
SPECIAL( (Y»
(LAMBDA (X)(COMPILE IDEFINE X")I(
(SIMPOLY (LAMBDA fL)tCOND
((POLYZERO (CDR L»,CONS 0 NIL)J
(.1 (CONS (POL y~'R I TE (CONS ( QUOTE POLY) C'=QNS' (CAR L) I,UNZERO (CDR L);»
(GET (QUOTE FACTOR' ,QUOTE. COLFlA~')'
) NIL,»
) J,

(POL YPL~S, (LAMBDA' (Y Z J ( CLAMBl)A 'X)' COND
«POLYZERO X) 0)
( (AND (EQ (CAR XJ (QUOTE ,POL Y) ) CNULL (CDDDR X,,) (CADOR
(T X)
, ) (COND
(NOT (EQ (CAR ZtCQUOTE POLY»)"COND
«EQ (CAR y,CQUOTE POLY') (POLYPLUS Z Y~t
(T (CAR (SIMPCALL (QUOTE SIMPLUS' CLIST Y Z),,)
) )

(CONS (QUOTE POLY)'CONS tCADR Z)
. {PROG (FL) ~.
'( SETQ FL NIL'
(RETURN (POLYPLUSl,
(REVERSE (CDDR (POLYWRITE Y (CADR Z",)
(REVERSE (CDDR Z»
NIL

(.1

) )

,

)

) ) )

) )

)

(POLYPLUSI (LAMBDA (Y Z ~)(COND
(C.NULL Y) (COND
('NULL Z) X)
(T (POLYPlUSl (CDR Z) Nfl (CONS (CAR Z) X»)
) )

C(NUlL ZJCPOLYPLUSI (CDR YJ NIL (CONS (CAR Y) X»))
(T (POLYPLUSI (CDR Y'(CC~ Z)
(C)NS (CAR (~IMPlUS (lIST (CAR YlCCAR Z),,) X,
) )
) ) )
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X»

(POLYTIMES (LAMBDA fY Z)«LAMBDA (X)(COND
(JPOlYZERO Xl
«AND (EQ (CAR X) (QUOTE POLY» (NULL (CDDDR X», (CADDR' X»
(T Xl
»(PROG (FL)
(SETQ FL NIL)
(RETURN (COND
(NOT (EQ (CAR Z)(JUOTE POLY) »((OND
( ( EQ (C J, R Y) (Q iJo TE POL Y) ) (P 0 LYTIM ES Z Y»
(COR (EQ (CAR· Y)(QUOTE PLUS»CEQ (CAR·Z)(QUOTE PLUS»)
(CAR (SIMPLUS (POLYEXPANDI (POLYEXPAND .Y)lPOLYEXPAND Z»»

0'

)

(T (CAR CSIMPTIMES (LIST Y Z»» .
.) )

(T· «LAMBDA (YY. ZZ)(PROG (U YYY ZZZ)
(SETQ. YYY yy)
(S;:Ta ZZZ (~rVERSE (CDR ZZ»)
(SETQ U (MAPLIS, VYY (FUNCTION (LAMBDA tX·)
(CAR (SIMPTIMES (LIST (CAR X)(CAR ZZZ»»
) ) ) )

(Rr.TURN (CONS (QUOTE POLY)(CONS (CAR ZZ)(PROG2
(MAP (CDR ZZZ)CFUNCTION (LAMBDA (X)
(SETQ U fPOLYTIMESl YYY (CONS 0 U»)
) ) )

.

U
) ) ) )

,

»(CDDR (POLYWRITE Y (CADR z'»)(CDR Z»)
) )

) ) )

(POLYTIMESI (LAMBDA (Y Z)(COND
«NULL Y' Z)
(T (CONS (CAR (SIMPLUS (CONS (CAR Z,
(SIMPTIMES (LIST fCAR X) (CAR Y»)
))(;'OLYTIMESI (CDR Y)(CDR Z»»
) )

,

.

(POLYEXPAND (LAMBDA (V) (COND
(CEQ (CAR y)fQUOTE PtUS»(CDR V»
(T (CONS Y NIL»
) ) )

(POLVEXPANDI fLAMBD~ (Y Z)(COND
( (NULL Y) NIL)
(T (CONC
(MAPLIST Z (FUNCTION (LAMBDA (X)
(CAR (SIMPTIMlS (LIST (CAR V)(CAR X»»
) ) )

,,,

CPOLVEXPANDI (CDR Y) Z)

) )

~

A~

(POLYQUOTIENT (LAMBDA (Y Z)«LAMBDA (X)(COND
( ( POL YZERO X) 0'
«AND (EQ (CAR ~)(QUOTE POLY»(NULL (CDDDR X»)(CADDR X»
(T
) )

X)

,

(POLYQUOTIENTl Y Z (GET (QUOTE FACTOR) (nUOTE COLFLAG»)

) )

(POLYQJOTIENTI (LAMBDA fY Z X)(COND
«POLYZERO Z)(LIST (QUOTE U'~DEFINED)(QUOTE POLYQUOTIENT) Y Z»
(X «LAMBDA (5) (POLYQUOTIENT2 (POLYWRITE.Y S) (POLYWRITE Z. 5 » )
«LAMBDA (R)(COND
(R

R)

(tEQ (CAR Z)(QUOTE POLY»(CADR Z),
«EQ (CAR Y)(QUOTE POLY»(CADR Y)l
(T NIL)'
»(SIMPLUS2 (LIST Y Z) X»
) )

«EQ (CAR Z)(QUOTF POLY»
(POLYQUOTIENT2 (POLYWRITE Y (CADR .Z» (POLYWRITE Z (CADR Z'»
)

«EQ (CAR Y)(QUOTE POLY»
(POLYQUOTIENT2 (POLYWRITE Y (CADR Y»)(POLYWRITE Z (CADR

Vr"

)

(T (POLYQUOTIENTRETURN Y (SIMPCALL (QUOTE SIMPRECIP)(CONS Z NIL»»
) ) )

(POLYQUOTIENT2 (LAMSPA (R S)(COND
«(L~;SP (LENGT~' Y)(lENGTH Z»
(POLYQUOTIrNTRE'U~N Y (SIMPCALL (QUOTE SIMPRECIP)(LIST Z»)
)

(CEQ (CAR R)(QUOTE POLY»(PROG (CHECK FLj
CSETO CHECK NIL)
(SETQ FL NIL)
( RET URN (P 0 LYQl ! 0 T I EN T3 (C AD R R) (P 0 LYQUO TIE NT 4 (C DDR R) (C DDRS) ) ) ,
) )

(T (POLYQUOTIENTRETURN Y
(SIMPCALL' (QUOTE SIMPRECIP) (CONS Z NIL»
)

,

') ) )

(POLYQUOTIENTRETURN (lAMBDA (Y S)(COND
( ( EQUA L Y 1) ( CAR 5»
«EQUAL S (QUOTE (1») Y)
«OR (EQUAL. V O)(EQUAL S (QUOTE (0»» 0)
C(EQ (CAR Y)(QUOTE TIMES) )(NCONC Y 5»
«EQ (CAR Y)(QUOTE MINUS»
(LIST (QUOTE MINUS) (POLYQUOTIENTRETUR;J (CADR Y) S»
)

,

(T (LIST (QUOTE

) )

Tr~ES)

Y (CAR 5)')
Al8

(POlYQUOTIENT3 (LAMBDA (X J)(COND
(CHE:K (LIST (C"UOTE TIMES) R: (LIST (QUOTE .RECIP) 5»)
(fPOLYZERO (CADR (»(CONS (QUOTE POLY'(CONS'X (CAR Q»»
(i~ET "(QUOTE SIMPLIFY)(QUOTE REMAINDER"
(LIST (QUOTE PLUS)
(COND
«CDAR Q)(CONS (QUOTE POLY) (CONS X (CAR Q»»
(T (CAAR Q»
)

«LAMBDA (Z)(COND
«EQUAL (QUOTE (l»(CADR Q» Z)
(T (LIST (QUOTE TIMES)(COND
"
( (CDADR Q, (CONS (QuOTE" POL Y) (CONS X (CADR Q»»'
(T (CAADR Q»
) Z»
:
»(LIST (QUOTE RECIP' 5»
)

;

(T (LIST (QUOTE TIMES) R (LIST (QUOTE

RECIF~

S»)

) ) )

(POlYQU0TIENT4 (LAMBDA (R S)(~ROG (SIGNAL LDCOF)
(SETQ SIGNAL (NOT (EQUAL (LENGTH R)(LENGTH S»»
(SETQ SIGNAL (POLYQUOTIENT5 R 5»
(RETURN (LIST SIGNAL (UNZERO LDCOF»)
) ) )

(POLYQUOTIENT5 (LAMEDA (LN LD)'COND
(SIGNAL (CONS
(SETQ LDCOF (CAR (SIMPQUOTIENT (LIST (CAR LN) (CAR LD»»)
(POLYQUOTIENT5 (POLYQUOTIENT6 (CDR LN) (CDR lD» LD)
) )

(T (PROG "
(S~TQ SIGNAL (SIMPQU~TIENT (LIST (CAR LN)(CAR LD»»
(SETQ LDCOF (CAR"SIGNAL»
(SETQ LDCOF (POLYQUOTIENT6 (CDR LN)(CDR LD»),
(RETURN SIGNAL)

,

) )

) )
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(POLYQUOTIENT6 (LAM[DA (LN LD)(COND
(NULL LD)(PROG2
(COND
'( (CDR LN) NIL)
(T (S E TQ S I GN~ L N· I L ) )
)

LN
) )

«NULL LN)(SETQ CHECK T)'
(T (CONS (CAR (SIMPDIFFERENCE
(LIST (CAR I N' (CAR (SIMPTIMES (LIST
»(POLYQUOTIEnT6 (CDR LN)(CDR LD»»

)

,,

LD~OF

(CAR' LD).»»

(POL YW~ I TE' (LAMBDA (L X) ( CQ"ND
«NULL X) (COND
«(EQ (CAR L) (QUOTE POLY» (POLyWRITE L (CADR L}»
(T L)
) )

( ( ATOM L) ( COND
( (EQ L X;.( LIS T. (QUOTE POL Y) X 1 0)
CT (LIST (QUOTE POLY) XL»
.).)

.

«NOT (ATOM X) )«(OND
( ( INN (CAR ~, L) (POL YWR I TEL (CAR X»)
(1.' (P 0"1-- YWRI TEL (C DR X»)
)

,

.

«OR (EQ (CAR L)(QUOTE RECIP) )(EQ (C~R L)(QUOTE MINUS»)
(CAR (SIMP (CAR L)
(LIST (LIST (POLYWRITE (CADR L) X») NJ~
) )

)

«AND'CEQ (CAR L)(QUOjE POLY»(EQUAL (CAbR L) X)
(NOT (I NN X (CODR L»)
) L)

(T (PROG (U V W)
(SETQ U (GET (QUOTE FACTOR) (QUOTE COLFLAG»)
(FACTOR (LIST X,)
(SETQ W (GET (QLOTE SIMPLIFY) (QUOTE EXPAND»)
(EXPAND (OOOTE ALL»
.(SETQ V (POLYWRITEI (CAR (SIMPLIFy (POLYUNWRITE L») X»
(EXPAND W)
(FACTOR U)
(RETURN V)
) )
) ) )
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CPOLYWRITEI (LAMBDA (L X)(COND
(EQ (CAR L)(QUOTE RECIP»
(LIST (QUOTE POLY) X (LIST· (QUOTE

~ECIP).(POLYWRITEl

'CADRL) X»)

.

)

(T (PROG (COUNT HARRAY V U) .
tS:!TQ COUNT ~l)
(SET~ HARRAY NIL)
(SETQ V X)
(SETQ U NIL)
'COND
ICEQ (CAR l)CQUOTE PLUS»
(MAP (CDR L)CFUNCTICN (LAMBDA (X)
(SETQ HARRAY CPOLYWRITE2 (POLYWRITE3 (CAR X,»)

,

))

)

(T (SE.TQ

HA~RA Y

(POL YWRlTE2 (POL YWR I TE3 L..»».

.

)

(SETa HARRAy (C{NS (QUOTE POLY) (CoNs V HARRAY»)
'RETU~N (COMO
.
«(NULL U) HARRAY)
(T (L'IST (QUOTE PLUS) U HARRAY»
) )

,

) )

) )

(POLYWRITE2 (LAMBDA (X'(CC~D
(C:~ULL X) HAF"RAYJ
(T (SETARRAY (DIFFERENCE COUNT (CAR X» (CAR ·X)(CDR X)·»
) )

,

I

.
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CPOLYWRITE3 (LAMBDA (l)(COND
(EQ (CAR Z)(QUOTE MINUS»(
(LAMBDA· (P) (COND
(P (CONS (CAR P)
(CAR (SIMP (QUOTE MINUS)(LIST (LIST (CDR P),J NIL1)
»

,

(T (SETQ U (CONS
(CAR (SIMP (QUOTE MINUS)(LIST (LIST (CAR
(CDR U)
)

,,

U",

) )

(POLyWRITE3 (CADR Z"

"

,

«AND (EQ (CAR Z)(QUOTE TIMES»(NUMBERP (CADR Z)')
{POLYWRITE3 (CONS (QUOTE TIMES)(CONS
(CADDR Z)(CONS (CADR Z,(tDDDR Z),
) ) )

«EQUAL Z V)(CONS 1 I),
«AND (EQ (CAR Z)(QUOTE EXPT»(EQUAL (CADR Z) V)
(NUMBERP (CADDR Z»(FIXP (CADDR Zl)
) (COND
C(MINU5P (CADDR Z»(PROG2
(SETQ U (CON~ Z U»
NIL
)

,

(T (CONS (CADt R Z) 1»
) )

«AND (EQ (CAR Z)(QUOTE TIMES»(EQUAL (CADR Z) V»
,(CONS 1 (CAR (SIMPCALL (QUOTE SIMPTIMES)(CDDR Zl»)
)

«AND (lQ (CAR Z)(QUOTE TIMES»
" (EQ (CAADR Z)(QUOTE EXPT»(EQUAl (CADADR Z) V)
(NUMBERP (CADDR (CADR Z»)(FIXP (CADDR (CADR Z»),
, (COND
"
«MINUSP (CADDR (CADR Z» )(PROG2
(SETQ U (CONS Z U'»
NIL
) )

(T (CONS (CADDR (CAC~ Z»
(CAR (Stt'PCALL (QUOTE SIMPTIMl~S) (CDDR Z»)
) )

) )

) )

,

«INN V Z)(PROG2 (SETQ U (CONS Z U»
(T

(C 0 N S 0 Z ,) )
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NIL»

NIL')

(SETARRAY (LAMBDA (NM M.E)(COND
( (MINUSP NM) (PROG2
(SETQ COUNT M)
(CONS E (SETARRAYI (DIFFERENCE -1 NM'»
)

,

(T (SETARRAY2 NM HARRAy»
) ) )

(SETARRAYI (LAMfDA (N)(COND
«ZEROP N) HAF,RAY)
(.T (CONS 0 (SET ARRAY 1 "SUBl N)'»)
) ) )

(UNZERO (LAMBDA (L)(COND
«AND (NOT (ATOM L»(EQUAL 0 (CAR L»)(UNZERO (CDR L»'

,

(T L)

) )
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(£XPANS~Q~~(LAMaDA (L.X)(O~

',( EQ -x· (QUOTE ALL») ','
(AND X (OR' ( INN (CAR .X) L) (EXIPANS ION. L. :'( CDR
)»

.

·X) ,. ».

) )

UNSPECIALt~CHE~K

UNS PECI AL ( ( Z) ) .
UNSP.EC lAL ( (Y) )
STOP) ) ) )'.:,»

,

U E 'x R S SIGNAL LDCOF HARRAY COUNT V ZZZ
) )

), ):

»."f))

, A24

yy'y) )

SET
OPERATOR PACKAGE -- DIfFERENTIATE AND SUBSTITUTE
SPECIAL(E'V J l»
(LAMBDA (X)(COMPILE (DEFINE X»)(
(DtFF (LAMBDA (V E) (COND
«EQ E V) (SIMPATOM 1)
( ( ATOM E) (S I MP AT 1M 0»
«EQ (CAR E) (QUOTE PLUS»
(SIMP 'QUOTE PLUS)
(MAPLIST (CDR E) (FUNCTION (LAMBDA 'J) (DIFF V (CAR' J»»)
(LIST E)
) )

f (EQ (CAR E)

(QUOTE TIMES» (SIMP (QUOTE Pl.JS)
(M.\PLIST '(CDR E) (FUNCT.ION (LAMBDA (J,
(SiMP (QUOT~ TIMES) (MAPLIST (CDR E~ (FUNCTION (LAMBDA (K' (COND
C( EQ K J) (D IFF V (CA k K,), .
(T (SIMPLIFY (CAR K»'
»»
NIL)
) )

,

(LIST E)
) )

( ( ATOM (C ARE » (
(LAMBDA (GRA~) (SIMP (QUOTE PLUS) (DIFF2
(PAIR (CAR GRAD) (MAPLIST (CDR E' (FUNCTION
(LAMBDA (J) (SIMPLIFY (CAR J,),
) ) )

(CDR l)
(CDR GRAD)
) (LIST E»)
(CAR (PROP (CAR E) (QUOTE GRADIENT) (FUNCTION
(LAMBDA NIL (ERROR (LIST (QUOTE (NO' GRADIENT»

E»)

) ) )

) )

,,

(T rA PPLY (C AR L) ( LIS T (C DR L»

)

.

( ALIS T ) :) )

(. DI· FF1 ( LAM BDA (L) (D IFF . ( CAR L) (C AR ( SIMP LI FY . ( t ~ D.R L»»»
(DIFF2 (LAMBDA (VL EL GL) «(OND
(NL'LL GL) (COND
«NULL EL) NfL)
(T (ERROR (LIST (QUOTE $$.WRONG·NUMBE~ OF ARGS FOR.) E»'

')(T

.

(CONS (SIMP (QUOTE TIMES) (LIST
(MATHSUB.VL (CAR GL»
(DIFF V (CAR EL»
) NIL )(DIFF2 VL (CDR EL) (CDR Gl»)'

,,
)
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(MATHSUB (L~MBDA (L E) (MATHS2 (MAPLIST L (FUNCTION
(LAMBDA (J) (CONS (CAAR J) (S.IMPLIFY (CADAR J»»
»
E ,»
( MAT HS 1 (L AMB DA " (L)

( S IMP L I

FY (C A R , MAT HSUB ( CAR L)

C.C A DR"

L'"' ) , ) )

(MATHS2 (LAMBDA (L E) (COND
«ATOM E) (MATHS3 L»
(T ("3 IMP (C A R (MA T HS 2 L (C ARE ) )") (l1A P LI S T (C DR E)
(FUNCTION (LAMBt,6 (J) (MATHS2 L, (CAR "J»»
) (LIST E),»
) ) )
(MATH~3

(LAMBDA (L) (COND
«NULL·.L). (SIMF'ATOM E»
«EQ (CAAR L) E,) (CDAR L»
(T (M~THS3 (CDR L»)

) ) )

(MATHS4(LAMBDA (L) (SIMPLIFY
(CAR (MA THsUB (L I ') T (L 1ST (CADR L)

,,
,

(CAR L l»

(CADDR L»)

)

)

·UNSPECIAL«E V J L)
" DEFLIST' «
. (SUBL I:, MA THS 1 )
(DIFF DIFFl)
(SUBST MATHS4)
)OPERATOR)
DEFLIST«
(MINUS «X) -I»
(DIFFERENCE «X Y) 1 -1»
(RECIP «X) (MINUS (RECIP (EXPT X 2»»)
(QUOTIENT «U V) (QlJOTIE~T V (EXPT V 2»)
.) )

(EXPT «U V)
. (TIMES V (EXPT U
( TIM ES (E X P T U V)

(DIFFEREN~E

VI»)

(L 0 G U»'

) )

(LOG «X) (RECIP X»)
(SIN «X) "(COS X»)
(COS «X) (MINUS (SIN X»»
) GRADIENT)
STOP) ) ) ) )
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(MIN.US

(QUOTIENT U (fXPT V 2»)

